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15 - RUGER MINI 14 RIFLE
A US Ruger .223 cal Ruger mini 14 semi auto rifle. 18”
stainless steel barrel & action with original sights. Receiver
fitted with B Square mount & Simmons Pro Hunter 3-9 telescopic sight. ExC original synthetic stock. VGWO&C ALR

1 - ELEY & KYNOCH PRINTS
Two reproduction prints of bullet information cicra 1900 (reproduced 1960’s) black & white with cross sectioned drawings etc 42x29cm. Each on wood frame plus a framed image
of a Kynoch bullet board 27x34cm. GC
5

2 - POCKET KNIVES
A bag containing 10 assorted folding pocket knives. FC

16 - MOSSBERG 500 SHOTGUN
A US Mossberg model 500A riot style shotgun. 18” 12g Barrel with bead sight & 5 shot magazine. Metalwork retains
near all its original ‘marinecote” finish which provides the
highest protection against rust. ExC original synthetic callapsable “M16” style pistol grip stock in near new ExWO&C
ALR

3 - KNIFE ANNUAL BOOKS
Five knife annual soft cover books. The Gun Digest Book of
Knives1st and 2nd Editions circa 1970’s plus Knives Annual
1st, 2nd and 3rd Editions. 1981-83 VGC
4 - THREE GUN BOOKS
Three hard cover large format ‘coffee table’ books. Modern
Small Arms by Hogg, Modern Rifles Shotguns and Pistols
by Hogg and Pleasure of Guns by Rosa and May. VGC

6

9

16

5 - SPEER BULLET BOARD
53 x 28 cm Approx. 70 rifle and pistol projectiles with Wells
Fargo stagecoach scene. VGC

18 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
A hard to find 20R magazine for the .223 Ruger Mini 14
rifle. GC

6 - WINCHESTER DEALER SIGN
A gun shop display sign for Winchester firearms and ammunition. Twin sided cardboard with logo etc and cowboy
on horseback, 50x40cm. ExC

17

7 - BOOT KNIVES
A US Gerber Military style bootknife. 1 1/2 Edge with the
second smaller edge serrated. Alloy handle and includes
leather sheath plus a similar style double edge United brand
boot knife with rubber handle and leather sheath. G-VGC

21 - COLT OFFICERS MODEL PISTOL
A hard to find Colt MKIV/SERIES 80 Officers Model 1911
style pistol. 3 1/2” .45ACP cal barrel slide marked Colt etc
and fitted with original fixed sights. Stainless steel metalwork in ExC, fitted with deluxe rosewood grips and includes
original box and magazine in as new ExWO&C CLR

10

12 - NO. 5 BAYONET
A scarce British Military bayonet for the No5 Jungle Carbine
Lee Enfield. British Military marked 8” blade with metal
finish, complete with black painted scabbard and webbing
frog. VGC

22 - SPRINGFIELD 1911 PISTOL
A US Springfield Armoury modern made 1911A1 .45ACP
cal semi auto pistol. 5” Barrel with fixed sights on the slide.
Metalwork retains near all original parkerised finish. ExC
original wooden Springfield logo grips. Included with the
gun is its original case containing a spare magazine, a set of
black plastic grips, Kydex holster and double mag pouch.
ExWO&C B/CLR

21

10 - LEE ENFIELD NO 4 RIFLE
A WWII British Military Lee Enfield No4 MKI* 303 Cal
bolt action rifle. 25” Barrel with original sights and bayonet
lug. The receiver marked No4 MKI* Long Branch 1942.
Metalwork has most thinning original finish. GC original
woodwork complete with sling and swivels and magazine.
GWO&C ALR
11 - REMINGTON NAGANT RIFLE
A US Remington Arms Co. manufactured M1891 Nagant
rifle. These rifles were ordered by the Russian government
during WWI, 32” 7x54R cal barrel with original sights and
marked Remington Armory 1917. Metalwork with most
overall blue finish, VGC original woodwork with cleaning
rod. This contract was with many contraversies as the Russian government defaulted on the contract in 1917 and many
were used for US Army training. G-VGWO&C ALR

19 - M14 MAGAZINE
A Chinese made 20R magazine for the M14 .308 cal semi
auto rifle. VGC
20 - SL8 MAGAZINES
Three high quality aftermarket 30R magazines for the .223
H&K SL8. Manufactured by NZ company Spear Magazines. Black polymer construction. NEW

12

8 - KNUCKLE DUSTER
An alloy type without markings. GC
9 - JUNGLE CARBINE
A British Military Lee Enfield No5 303 cal bolt action rifle.
20” Barrel with original sights, bayonet lug and flash hider.
The receiver marked No5 MKI etc and dated 12/45. Metalwork has most overall original finish, VGC original woodwork complete with correct magazine. VGWO&C ALR

17 - BERETTA SHOTGUN
An Italian Beretta model 1201FP 12g semi auto shotgun. 20”
Barrel with rifle style sights and 2 3/4” chamber. Most original parkerised finish with some speckling near the muzzel.
ExC synthetic stock fitted with a two shot magazine extension. VGWO&C ALR

22

23 - TOKAREV PISTOL
A Soviet Tokarev 1951 TT pattern semi automatic pistol.
4 1/2” 7.62 Cal barrel, the slide marked with hammer and
sickle 9mm + 7.62mm TT the otherside marked Super 12.
Metelwork has near all original blue finish & correct magazine. VGC original black plastic grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
24 - TOKAGYPT PISTOL
A Hungarian made for the Egyptian Army, 9mm version of
the Tokarev TT pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel with fixed sights, slide
marked Tokagypt 58 cal 9mm, Made in Hungary FEG 1958.
Metalwork with near all original blue finish. VGC original
brown resin grips. ExWO&C C/BLR

23

25 - 1911 AI MAGAZINES
Two magazines for the modern 1911 A1 type pistol such as
the Springfield or Colt, blued finish. VGC

14

13 - JET PILOTS KNIFE
A US Military Korea/Vietnam period Jet Pilots knife. 5”
Blued blade. Alloy handle, leather sheath. F-GC

27

26 - 1911 A1 MAGAZINES
Same as previous lot
27 - MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE
A Swedish Husqvarna Mauser sporting rifle. 21 1/2” 8x57
Cal barrel with original sights and sling swivel and marked
with makers name etc. Receiver marked with crown and fitted with side mount and Bushnell scope. Metalwork has
most overall bright blue thinning on the triggerguard and
floor plate. VGWO&C ALR

14 - JAPANESE TANTO
A circa 1900-40 Japanese Geisha style Tanto. 6” Blade with
some staining, the handle and sheath are spelter over wood
with dragon and lobster scenes. There are splits in the seems
on both parts that have been repaired with solder. FC
11
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28 - MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE
A Swedish Husquarna Sporting bolt action rifle. 27” 8x57
Cal barrel with original sights and sling swivel. Metalwork
has most overall blue slightly thinning. Receiver marked
with Swedish crown. ExC checkered walnut stock.
VGWO&C ALR

28

29

39

29 - MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE
A Swedish husqvarna bolt action mauser type sporting rifle in 9.3x57 cal. 25” Barrel with makers name & original
sights & sling swivel. Metalwork with most overall original
blue. VGC original checkered woodwork VGWO& ALR

39 - M17 RIFLE
A WWI US Military Model 1917 bolt action Enfield rifle.
27” 30.06 Cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug.
Marked US model of 1917 Eddystone on the chamber as
well as the flying bomb near the muzzle 12-18 for December 1918. Metalwork has nearly all original finish. VGC
original woodwork with eagles head cartouche, complete
with original 1907 sling. ExWO&C ALR

30 - SWEDISH MAUSER BOOK
The Swedish Mauser Rifles by Kenaya and Poyer. Small
format, 255 pages, paperback with black and white photos.
Excellent reference guide. NEW
31 - LEE ENFIELD BOOK
British Enfield Rifles Vol. 2 covering the NO4 and 5 rifles
by Stratton. Small format, 191 pages, soft cover and black
& white photos. Excellent reference guide. NEW
40

32 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
A WWII Nazi German early P38 pistol. 4 3/4” 9mm Cal barrel without machining marks found on the later models. The
slide marked P38 and AC 41 for Walther manufacture 1941.
Eagle over 359 Waffenampt all over the gun including the
magazine. Metalwork has near all original bright blue all
over. ExC original dark brown bakerlite grips. One of the
nicest examples of a war time P38 we have had for sale.
ExWO&C B/CLR

32

33 - BROOMHANDLE MAUSER PISTOL
A circa 1910 commercial model German Mauser model
1896 automatic pistol. 5 1/2” 30 Mauser (7.63) cal barrel
marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N on
top of the chamber, German proof marks on the side. The receiver with milled panels,10Rmagazine and marked Mauser
and address. Fitted with correct adjustable sight and small
ring hammer. Metalwork has most overall original thinning
blue with bright color on the sight, safety and extractor. All
external serial numbers are matching. ExC original wooden
grips with correct lanyard ring cut for shoulder stock. A very
nice untouched example of this iconic pistol.
VGWO&C B/CLR

36 - WWII LUGER MAGAZINE
A 9mm WWII original P08 magazine. Correct Nazi marked
alloy base plate, near all original blue. ExC
37 - NAVY LUGER MAGAZINE
A scarce original magazine for the Navy model luger pistol.
Near all original plated finish and navy numbered wooden
base plate. VGC

40 - MAUSER G.33/40 CARBINE
A WWII Nazi German model 33/40 Mauser 98 Military bolt
action rifle. 20 1/2” 8mm Cal barrel, the chamber marked
dot 1941 for the Czech Brno works and Nazi marked. The
front sight is missing the protective hood. The side of the
receiver marked 933/40. Metalwork has most original finish, the original laminated stock has unfortunately had the
sheet steel protecting plate, discs and butt plate removed and
fitted with rubber recoil pad. With a little effort this can be
restored to original condition. GWO&C ALR
41 - M1917 BAYONET
A top example of a WWI M1917 bayonet to suit the Enfield M17 30.06 cal rifle. 17” Sword blade marked US with
flying bomb as well as 1917 and Remington logo. ExC
original wooden grips with twin lines and oil hole above the
grips. ExC original steel and green leather sheath. Hard to
find better. ExC

35

42 - GRENADE LAUNCHER
A US Military WWII period grenade launcher for the M1
Garand. Marked model M7A3 and the rifle can be fired with
the launcher on. Most overall original finish. VGC

41

34 - BOLO BROOMHANDLE PISTOL
A German model 1920/21 Mauser broomhandle Mauser
96 pistol. 3.9” .30 Mauser call barrel, the chamber marked
Waffenfabrik Mauser Obendorf and German proof mark on
the side and also marked Germany underneath. Rear sight
graduated to 1000 meters, small ring hammer marked NS
for new safety with mismatched number. All other external
numbers match. Mauser banner logo on the frame. Metalwork retains near all re blue. VGC original flat sided grips.
Safety at fault otherwise GWO&C B/CLR
35 - LUGER PISTOL
A scarce pre WWI Imperial German Luger P08 pistol.
4” 9mm Cal barrel dated 1913 on the chamber. The toggle marked DWM. All external numbers except magazine
(which is correct type) matching. Metalwork has most overall original blue finish some slight pin pricking on the barrel
and speckling on the side plate and frame. Straw colours are
still bright. VGC original wooden grips complete with the
seldom seen original leather lanyard strap. This model is
not cut for a shoulder stock. VGWO&C B/CLR

38 - SPRINGFIELD 03 MILITARY RIFLE
A US Military WWII period Springfield 03A3 30.06 cal bolt
action rifle. 24” Barrel with original sights and bayonet lug.
Marked RA with flying bomb and 9-43 for 1943. The chamber marked US Remington model 03-A3. Metalwork
with near all parkerised finish, VGC original woodwork
complete with 1907 pattern leather sling. Hard to find a
better example. ExWO&C ALR

33

43 - RIFLE GRENADE
A deactivated US WWII MRII rifle frag grenade and adaptor, both painted olive drab, adaptor marked M1AZ and
dated 1944. ExC

43

44 - COLT 1911 HOLSTER
A US Military WWII holster for the Colt 1911 pistol. Brown
leather with rivet and stitch construction. Marked with US
logo on the flap and maker ENGER - KRESS on the back.
ExC
45 - AMERICAN HOLSTER
A WWII period holster for the US Military S&W Victory
revolver. Brown leather construction with steel belt attachment. ExC

34

42
38
46
47

46 - GEVARM .22 RIFLE
A high quality French Gevarm model A3 semi auto .22lr
rifle. 21” Barrel with original foresight & marked Gervarm
etc. The rear sight has beeen removed (but is included) to
allow the fitting of a 2.5-10 power Tasco target scope. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish. VGC original
wooden stock complete with 10R magazine.
ExWO&C ALR
47 - KRICO 22 RIFLE
A good quality German Krico .22lr semi automatic rifle. 22”
Barrel with original sights and makers marking, receiver
dated 63. Metalwork has most thinning original blue. VGC
original wood work complete with original 5 shot magazine. VGWO&C ALR
48 - STIRLING .22 RIFLE
A model 14 .22lr bolt action rifle. 21” Barrel with sights removed, fitted with 4x28 scope. 10R magazine. Most overall
original blue. VGC wooden stock with some slight dings.
VGWO&C ALR
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410 - GALLERY PISTOL
Most likely Belgium made antique Gallery/target pistol in
.44 Russian cal. 11” Octagonal barrel with most blue, traces
of case colours on the action. GC checkered woodwork.
GWO&C B/CLR
411 - KEA GUN
Spanish .410g single shot pistol. 13” Barrel marked MUGICA with most blue & case colours on the frame. VGC
woodwork. VGWO&C CLR

424 - BELGIAN REVOLVER
A Nagant type double action revolver4 1/4” 8mm cal, safety
on frame. Metalwork has dark grey patina. GC wooden
grips. Action is at fault. FC CLR

410

425 - BROWNING M1910 PISTOL
.32 Cal semi auto pistol. 3 1/2” Barrel slide grooved for
sights, most overall original blue thinning on the top and
edges of the gun. FC original grips with some chipping
around the logo. Appears to be missing bolt and firing pin,
suitable for parts or repair, action is at fault otherwise
FC CLR

411

414

412 - KEA GUN
A .410g single shot “Kea Gun”. 12 1/2” Blued barrel marked
Mugica, case colour hardened frame. GWO&C CLR

426 - WINCHESTER PUMP ACTION RIFLE
A model 62 .22lr pump action rifle circa 1936. 22” barrel
with Winchester address and most original blue thinning
mostly on the underside of the gun. VGC original woodwork. GWO&C ALR

418

413 - KEA GUN
.410g 12” Barrel most likely Spanish. Metalwork pitted in
areas. GC woodwork. FWO&C CLR
414 - VIETNAM COMMEMORATIVE BAYONET
A limited edition, one of 2500 produced worldwide M7 bayonet. Produced by The American Historical Foundation by
Imperial Knife Co. 6 1/2 Polished blade etched on one side
with snake design & marked US MARINES VIETNAM.
24K gold plated fittings, black plastic grips with Marine
Corp logo. Original red velour box with certificate. VGC
415 - VIETNAM COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE
A limited edition knife similar to previous lot. Murphy combat produced fighting knife, 6” polished bowie type blade
etched in 24K gold with fighting and helicopter scene and
“IN HONOR OF THE US MARINES-VIETNAM. Gold
plate guard and pommel, leather stacked handle with slight
damage to the logo. Contained in its camo lined wooden
box with some scratches. Includes certificate. VGC

427 - JW15 RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco .22lr bolt action copy of the BRNO rifle.
24” Barrel with original sights. Near all original blue fitted
with Vari power scope. GC woodwork, includes five shot
magazine. VGWO&C ALR

420

415

428 - JW15 RIFLE
Chinese copy of the BRNO .22lr bolt action rifle. 23” barrel with a small area of pitting, threaded for silencer. Four
power scope. GC original woodwork, includes 5R magazine. GWO&C ALR

421

429 - MARTINI ACTION 22 RIFLE
A British Vickers made Martini falling block action .22lr
single shot target rifle. 26 1/2” Barrel diopter sight fitted.
Marked Vickers etc on the barrel. Metalwork has most overall slightly thinning original blue. VGC original wooden
stock. VGWO&C ALR

422

416 - MILITARY MANUALS
The conduct of anti-terrorist operations in Malaya ‘1958
plus Musketry Regulations printed in 1909 covering operation and use of the Lee Enfield rifle. GC

430 - MAUSER C96 CONE HAMMER PISTOL

423

*** To be auctioned after lot 249***

417 - SL8 MAGAZINES
Three 5R NZ made Spear brand magazines for the H&K
.223 SL8 rifle in NEW ExC
418 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
A Belgian Lefacheux type 7mm pinfire revolver. 3 1/4” Octagonal barrel missing the foresight. Belgian proof on the
6 shot cylinder. Double action type without trigger guard.
Metalwork with grey patina, VGC original wooden grips.
GWO&C NLR

424

419 - BAZAAR FLINTLOCK
A Middle Eastern made up Flintlock decorator pistol with
ornate brass grotesque butt. GC

419

420 - WEBLEY 1906 P
Model 1906 Police semi auto pistol. 3 1/2” .32 Auto cal
barrel. Slide marked Webley etc. Metalwork has dark aged
patina with some tarnishing and pin pricking. Both sides of
the grips are broken and two small pieces missing otherwise
GWO&C CLR
421 - 38 S&W REVOLVER
A most likely US Iver Johnson or similar, double action five
shot revolver. 2 1/2” 38 S&W cal barrel marked with patent
date of 1873. Some areas of pitting in the nickel plating. GC
hard rubber grips. F-GWO&C CLR
422 - BELGIAN REVOLVER
A circa 1900 auto ejecting .32 S&W five shot double action
revolver. 3 1/4” Unmarked barrel. A copy of the US H&R
revolver. Metalwork retaining some of its original nickel
finish. GC hard rubber grips. FWO&C CLR
423 - H&R REVOLVER
Six shot 32 S&W revolver with most original blue finish. 2
1/2” Octagonal barrel. GC hard rubber original grips. Action at fault. PWO&C CLR

426

427

429

An exceptionally fine condition antique C96 ‘Broom handle’ Mauser pistol. Manufactured in 1897 and retailed by
Army & Navy Co-operative - London in 1899. 5 1/2” .30
Mauser cal barrel. The chamber marked WAFENFABRIK
MAUSER OBENDORF. Left hand side has London proof
mark and German on the right. Metalwork shows 99% original bright blue finish and very bright fire blue colours on
the small parts. The cone hammer and cocking handle without staining. The panel on the left hand side of the frame
is inscribed U.E.F.H. Excellent condition original wooden
grip without scratches and with lanyard ring. Included is
its original matching number stock which is in exceptional
condition, showing bright fire blue on the catch and spring.
A very rare original canvas and leather slip pouch in excellent clean condition. There is also the original receipt of sale
plus fold out manual and catalogue. Four original unopened
packets of Eley brand ammunition in stripper clips. A truly
unique opportunity for the discerning collector to purchase
what we believe to be one of the finest Mauser C96 pistols
ever offered for sale anywhere in the world.
ExWO&C B/CLR
*** To be auctioned after lot 249***

430/249A

Estimates - Although we do not print estiamted prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on 09 579-3771

49 - NOSLER BULLET BOARD
A circa 1960’s board for US projectile company Nosler.
Featuring Moose scene with 30 projectiles including two
cross section in circle pattern. Wooden frame, 43cmx24cm
VGC
50 - CBE BULLET BOARD
A wooden frame bullet board for Australian company Cast
Bullet Engineering of NSW. Featuring approx. 80 lead pistol projectiles on pale blue background 39cmx39cm. VGC

51
62

51 - HORNADY BULLET BOARD
A wooden bullet board for US company Hornady. A rectangular design 60x42cm with curved section on each side.
Relief carved with guns and logo. Entitled A Tradition of
Excellence, approx. 120 assorted rifle and pistol projectiles
circa 1980’s ExC

63 - SAVAGE LEVER ACTION RIFLE
A US Savage Arms model 99E lever action rifle. 19 1/2” 308
Cal barrel without foresight marked Savage etc. Receiver
fitted with weaver bases. Metalwork with most overall finish, GC pistol grip stock. GWO&C ALR

49
54

52 - MARTINI HENRY PARTS
A bag containing approx. 50 small parts for Martini Henry
action rifles. F-GC

64 - MARLIN MODEL 93 CARBINE
A circa 1930’s US Marlin model 93 sporting carbine lever action. 20” 30.30R barrel with original sights and half
magazines. Barrel marked Marlin Firearms etc. The tang
marked model 93 and missing one screw. The receiver appears to have been tapped at some time for a scope on the
left hand side with two small holes. Metalwork with dark
aged patina all over. GC original woodwork with cracked
hard rubber butt plate. GWO&C ALR

53 - MARTINI HENRY PARTS
A similar lot to above. F-GC
54 - 3 BAND SNIDER
An excellent example of a Volunteer 3 band snider by Webley and Scott. 26” .577 Cal barrel with original sights and
proved. Breech marked Sniders patent, lock plate marked P
Webley and Son Birmingham and with bullet logo. Metalwork has near all original bright blue on the barrel, the lock
plate still with traces of case colours. VGC original woodwork with some minor aged dings complete with safety
chain and swivels and only missing the ram rod. Hard to
find a better example ExWO&C ALR

55

65 - WINCHESTER M62 RIFLE
A very nice example of a Winchester model 62 pump action
.22lr rifle circa 1937. 22 1/2” Round barrel with original
sights and marked Winchester etc. 3/4 Magazine tube. Take
down receiver with Winchester trademark on tang. Metalwork with near all original finish with some pin pricking
to the trigger guard, take down type receiver. ExC original
woodwork with original hard rubber butt plate, missing one
forend screw otherwise ExWO&C ALR

55 - LEE METFORD RIFLE
A NZ Military Lee Metford MKII .303 cal bolt action rifle.
30 1/2” .303 Cal barrel with original sights, the chamber
NZ Military marked, the wrist marked Sparkbrook 1892
II and fitted with lobbing sights. Metalwork with most
original finish. VGC original NZ marked woodwork and
the brass butt plate complete with 10R magazine. Missing
cleaning rod otherwise VG-ExWO&C ALR
56 - LEE ENFIELD No. 4 RIFLE
A WWII British Military No. 4 MKI* bolt action rifle. 25”
303 Cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Receiver marked MKI* Longbranch 1943. Metalwork has thinning original finish. Original woodwork with sling swivels,
has a crack below the receiver otherwise GWO&C

63

66 - REMINGTON M25 RIFLE
A US Remington model 25 pump action rifle. 23” 25-20
Cal round barrel with original sights & 3/4 magazine barrel
marked Remington etc. Metalwork has near all re blue, take
down type receiver, GC original woodwork.
GWO&C ALR
67 - 25-20 DIES ETC
A set of Lee reloading dies in 25-20 cal plus approx. 50
cases and 200 .25 cal projectiles. GC

64

68 - WINCHESTER PARTS
Approx. 60 small parts for Winchester 03 and 92 rifles including levers, bolts, firing pin, barrel parts, springs, sights,
hammers and pins etc. GC

66

57 - SNIDER AMMUNITION
Four 577 Snider rounds, two paper rounds plus two brass
cases, Knynock and NZSPA head stamps. GC ALR

69 - WINCHESTER PARTS
A similar lot to previous, some of the items may differ.

58 - NAZI BATTLE FLAG
A WWII Nazi German battle flag, 85x39cm. Red background with Swastika within a German cross as well as a
cross in top left corner. Also includes stitched in rope.
VG-ExC

65

59 - NAZI PARTY FLAG
A WWII Nazi German party flag, 82x55cm. Red cotton
background with black Swastika and cross in the corner.
VGC

70 - MARLIN PARTS
A bag containing approx. 40-50 assorted small parts for older Marlin lever actions eg 93, 94, including levers, triggers,
pins etc. Ideal for the restorer/collector. GC
71 - MARLIN PARTS
A similar lot to previous. GC

60 - NAZI VETERANS FLAG
A WWII Nazi Veterans unit flag, 70x52cm. Red cotton
with brass eyelets at one end. Features a shield design with
Swastika inside iron cross on both sides. ExC
61 - NAZI POLICE BELT
A WWII German Nazi period police brown leather belt and
Alloy buckle with Swastika wreath motto dimpled background. The leather belt with faint makers emblem, includes
Alloy catch. VGC
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62 - WINCHESTER FRONTIERSMAN RIFLE
A US Winchester “Lengendary Frontiersman” commemorative model 94 rifle. 23” 38-55 Cal round barrel with full
length magazine marked Winchester on one side and legendary frontiersman on the other in white. The receiver is
nickel plated and scroll engraved with western scene also
marked 94 etc on the tang. Deluxe chequered walnut stock
with inset medal. Nearly all original blue and nickel finish
with some minor loss on the forend, complete with instructions and original box with tape repairs to the ends of the
slip cover, otherwise ExWO&C ALR

72

72 - MP40 SUB MACHINE GUN
WWII Nazi German “Schmeiser” MP40 9mm Submachine
gun. This is the hard to find early first Variant of the MP40
with one piece cocking handle without forward locking
safety. Most one piece cocking handles were replaced by the
two piece type. 9 3/4” 9mm cal barrel with original sights
and early type barrel nut. The sheet metal magazine housing
is smooth without ribs. The receiver marked MP40 and 660
40 code mark for Steyr 1940. All visible numbers are matching, profusely Nazi marked all over, as well as the MerzWerke logo. Complete with correct magazine and sling. A
very nice untouched example with most original finish overall. VGWO&C CLR
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73 - JOHNSON AUTOMATIC RIFLE
A WWII U.S. Military Johnson Model 1941 semi automatic
rifle. 23” 30.06 Cal barrel with original sights and bayonet
lug. The receiver with heat shield is marked cal 30.06 semi
auto “Johnson Automatics” model of 1941 etc as well as
patent info. Cranston Arms Co. marked at the rear. 10R rotary interal magazine. VGC original woodwork complete
with webbing sling. VGWO&C ELR

86 - BSA RIFLE
An English BSA “Majestic” .222 cal bolt action sporting
rifle. 23” Barrel with original sights. Most overall original
blue. Fitted with 4 power scope. GC walnut Monte Carlo
style original stock, some loss of finish to the alloy triggerguard and floor plate. GWO&C ALR

87

73

86

74 - WEBLEY REVOLVER
A British Military WWI period Webley Mark VI revolver.
6” .455 Cal barrel, the frame marked Webley Mark VI patents 1915 etc. and has ordnance marks and sold out of service marks. The metalwork has been reblued nicely as well
as several parts including the hammer and trigger have been
polished and straw colours applied. ExC original wooden
grips. Complete with canvas covered box.
VGWO&C B/CLR

88 - REMINGTON 870 SHOTGUN
A US Remington model 870 12g pump action shotgun. 26”
Multi choke barrel with 1/2 choke fitted and bead sight.
Metalwork with all original parkerised type finish, ExC synthetic stock. ExWO&C ALR

75 - WEBLEY REVOLVER
A British Military WWI period Webley MKVI revolver. 6”
.455 Cal barrel. The frame broad arrow marked as well as
Webley patent and dated 1917. Metalwork has most overall
thinning original blue finish. VGC original checkered grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

89 - LUGER BOOK
Lugers At Random by Kenyon. A must have for all Luger
collectors. First Edition copy, hard cover, 411 pages and
profusely photographed in black & white. Covers all aspects of the various Luger models in great detail, long out
of print. VGC

74

76 - LAHTI PISTOL
A Swedish Military Model 1940 Lahti semi auto pistol. 4”
9mm Cal barrel. The receiver marked Husqvarna etc. Metalwork has most overall original finish with some minor
scratching. ExC original bakelite grips with Swedish crown
complete with original magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR
77 - SWEDISH O7 PISTOL
A Swedish model 07 semi auto pistol. 5” Barrel in 9mm
Browning long caliber. Slide marked Husqvarna etc. Metalwork with near all original parkerised type finish. GC
correct Swedish Crown hard rubber grips. Complete with
leather holster. ExWO&C B/CLR

90 - SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD BOOK
10th Edition (1973) hard cover, 750 pages covering Military
firearms past and present, country by country. Ideal reference for the collector and shooter alike. VGC
91 - AIR GUN BOOK
Smiths Standard Encyclopidia of Gas, Air and Spring Guns
of the World. Hard cover, large format, 276 pages covering
the complete history of airguns. GC

76

92 - BROWNING GUN BOOK
Browning 22 caliber rifles 1914-1991 by Tyler. One of 1000
books signed by the author. Hard cover, 335 pages with
black & white photos. ExC

75

78 - LAHTI HOLSTER
An original black leather holster for the Swedish Lahti
M1940 pistol. VGC
79 - SWEDISH 07 HOLSTER
A brown leather holster for the Swedish M1907 pistol and
two spare magazines. GC

81

80

80 - JOHNSON BAYONET
A very scarce original bayonet for the US Johnson 1941 automatic rifle. 8” Cruciform style blade with near all orginal
blue finish complete with leather scabard. Seldom offered
for sale. ExC

85 - RUGER RIFLE
Model 77 MKII Bolt Action Sporting Rifle. 17” .308 Cal
blued barrel & receiver both marked Ruger etc. Metalwork
with near all original finish & complete with rings. VGC
walnut wood stock with rubber butt plate & QD swivels, some scratching infront of the pistol grip otherwise
VGWO&C ALR

95 - REPRO SA REVOLVER
An Italian Armi San Marco reproduction Colt single action
army revolver. 7 1/4” 38-40 Cal barrel with original style
sights. Metalwork has all original nickel plated finish. ExC
original walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

77

82 - REMINGTON LEE BAYONET
Socket cruciform bayonet for the model 1885 Remington
Lee rifle. 22” Blade with grey to dark patina and minor
pinpricking. GC

84 - STERLING SLING
An original green webbing sling with brass hooks for the
British Military Sterling SMG in unissued ExC

93 - UBERTI DERRINGER
An Italian reproduction of a four barrel sharps derringer. 2
3/4” .22 short cal barrels with nearly all original blue. The
brass frame with company logo. ExC original relief carved
hard rubber grips. VGWO&C CLR
94 - STEVENS BICYCLE GUN
An Antique single shot .22lr Stevens Bicycle gun. 3 1/2”
Octangonal to round barrel marked J Stevens A&T CO. etc,
and with most thinning original blue. The frame has near all
original nickel plating ExC original walnut grips.
ExWO&C CLR

81 - STERLING BAYONET
A British Military bayonet for the Sterling SMG and also
the Jungle Carbine. 8” Blade marked Sterling, black metal
grips and scabbard. ExC

83 - LIAI BAYONET
A brand new scabbard & bayonet for the LIAI ‘SLR’ rifle.
New in their stores oil paper and plastic bags with Military
tags. ExC

87 - SCHMIDT RUEBEN SPORTING RIFLE
A Swiss straight pull hunting rifle. 23” 7.5x55 Cal barrel
with forsight but no rear sight. The receiver fitted with Japanese 3-9 power telescopic sight. Metalwork has nearly all
original finish. Twin set triggers. Excellent youth length
wooden stock. ExWO&C ALR

96 - UBERTI SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
An Italian reproduction single action army revolver. 7 1/2”
44 Magnum cal barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork
with near all original bright blue and case colours. Brass
trigger guard and back strap. ExC original wooden grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR

88

85

94

93

96
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103 - WINCHESTER PRINT
A reprint of an Antique Winchester Repeating Arms Co bullet board print. 85x69cm Wooden frame with factory image
in the middle with logo and bullets in oval design in red
and gold. GC

97 - WINCHESTER MODEL 1873 RIFLE
A fine quality example of an early third model Winchester 1873 lever action rifle circa 1883. 24” Round barrel in
32.20 cal with full length magazine tube. The barrel with
original sights & marked ‘WINCHESTER’S-REPEATING
- ARMS. NEW HAVEN CT.’ and patent information as well
as marked 32-cal on top at the breech end. Frame with integeral dust cover rail and marked MODEL 1873 on the
top tang, the serial number on the bottom. Caliber marked
on the brass elevator. The metalwork on the receiver has a
nice aged patina without bruising or pitting. The barrel and
magazine have a very nice overall aged plum colour. ExC
original woodwork with original butt plate and forend cap.
The iconic model 1873 is increasingly difficult to find in this
condition. A unique opportunity for the Winchester collector. VG-EXWO&C

103

100 - SPENCER SPORTING RIFLE
A fine quality Antique Spencer Sporting repeating buffalo
rifle circa 1864-68. 28” Octagonal 56-46 Spencer caliber
barrel with original sights. The top of the receiver is marked
SPENCER REPEATING RIFLE CO. BOSTON. MASS.
PAT’D MARCH 6 1860, with serial number on the tang.
The butt of the rifle houses a 7R tubular magazine. The metalwork has dark patina with traces of case colours on the
receiver and lever. The barrel has most overall blue. ExC
original walnut stock complete with original sling swivel
and nickel plated forend tip. Spencer rifles are renowned for
their use in the American Civil War, with only 1800 sporting
rifles made. They are now a very scarce rifle and seldom offered for sale in New Zealand. ExWO&C ALR
101 - WINCHESTER SALESMAN SAMPLE BOX
A rare Winchester-Western ammunition salesman sample
box. Blue cardboard box with Western trademark on the lid
in yellow & with red & blue writing “Super X and Xpert
dummy shotshells and cartridges” written beneath. Also
“Winchester-Western Divisions Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation East Alton III”. Inside the box is a cross
sectioned 12G solid and No.6 shell, plus a cross sectioned
brass shell, plus a 30.30, 218 bee, 38 special, 2 22’s and
a flattened solid projectile. The lid is cracked thru in one
part but still held together okay.The inside of the lid written
with description of items. The colour has faded considerably over the years but this box is all complete and very
desirable. Circa 1938. G-VGC NLR
102 - WINCHESTER PRINT
A full size printed version of the famous 1890’s period double W Winchester bullet board. A large 143x43cm wooden
frame with green background and red logo. With the originals of this board bringing in excess of $25,000 this makes
it a very desirable board. ExC

105 - FRANCOTTE’S REVOLVER
A Belgian Francotte’s bulldog revolver, 5 shot .320 cal cylinder. 2 1/4” Octagonal barrel with thinning blue frame,
finished in the white with folding trigger. GC hard rubber
grips. GWO&C CLR

98

98 - WINCHESTER MODEL 1886 RIFLE
A US Winchester model 1886 take down light weight lever
action rifle circa 1915. 23” 33WCF cal round tappered barrel and original sights. The barrel marked manufactured by
‘WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO’ etc as well as
‘NICKEL STEEL BARREL’ and 33WCF caliber. Special
order full length magazine tube with patent date on the take
down lever. The tang of the receiver is marked MODEL
1886 WINCHESTER etc. The serial number marked underneath. Metalwork has dark aged patina on the frame and
nearly all original bright blue. ExC original shotgun style
straight butt stock with complete, but with single crack, hard
rubber butt plate. A very nice example of a model ‘86
VG-ExWO&C ALR
99 - WINCHESTER MODEL 92 RIFLE
An early example of an Antique Winchester Model 92 rifle
circa 1894. 24” Round 38-40 cal barrel with original sights
and full length magazine tube. Marked on top ‘MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING
ARMS CO.’ etc and marked 38WCF in front of the chamber. The tang with early model 1892 markings. Most overall
blue on the receiver is bright but thinning on the edges.
Most overall blue on the barrel and magazine. VGC original
woodwork with crescent butt stock with case colours still
present, also on the lever and hammer. ExWO&C ALR

104 - WINCHESTER BULLET BOARD
Circa 1960’s featuring a cowboy with the Winchester Western logo above on tin background, approx. 40 rifle and
pistol projectiles, 50x34cm wooden frame with damage to
the bottom right hand corner. F-GC

106 - BRITISH BULLDOG REVOLVER
A Belgian copy of a British bulldog .450 cal double action
revolver circa 1890’s. 2 3/4” Barrel, metalwork reblued
with some pin prick marks. GC original wooden grips.
F-GWO&C CLR

97

107 - BRITISH BULL DOG REVOLVER
An unamed Belgian .320 cal Bulldog type 6 shot revolver.
1 3/4” Barrel, dark patina, GC wooden grips. Action return
spring at fault. F-GC CLR
108 - BELGIAN REVOLVER
A Belgian lefaucheux type double action open frame 6 shot
revolver. 2 1/4” Octagonal 7mm cal barrel. Folding trigger,
metalwork with grey patina, GC original grips. GWO&C
CLR
109 - SLR MAGAZINE ETC.
A 20R magazine and sling for the L1A1 ‘SLR’ rifle. Both
are as issued in their original brown stores paper with labels, date circa 1990. ExC

99
105

110 - SLR MAGAZINE
A 20R magazine for the L1A1 ‘SLR’ rifle. Most overall
black paint finish. VGC
111 - SLR BLANK FIRE DEVICE
A blank firing device for the ‘SLR’ L1A1 rifle, most overall
original yellow paint finish. ExC

106

112 - M14 MAGAZINE
A 20R magazine for the 7.62 cal M14 or Chinese M305 rifle, most overall parkerised finish. VGC

100
108

113 - AR15 MAGAZINE
A 30R magazine for the .223 cal AR15/M16 rifle. Adventure
line make, alloy construction. VGC

102

114 - COLT BIPOD
A Colt marked bipod for the M16 rifle, most overall original
finish. As used in Vietnem War. GC
115 - SL8 MAGAZINE
Three polymer NZ spear made 30R magazines for the H&K
SL8 .223 cal rifle. One black and two opaque. In NEW ExC
116 - SL8 ‘A’ CAT MAGAZINES
Three NZ Spear made, 5R magazines for the H&K SL8
.223 cal rifle black polymer construction. In NEW ExC

101

117

117 - COLT ANACONDA REVOLVER
A very rare and collectable first edition Colt Anaconda .44
magnum revolver. 6” Barrel marked Colt Anaconda first
Edition, fitted with factory adjustable sights. The metalwork
has all its “Ultimate” bright stainless finish. ExC original
Colt walnut grips. Contained in its original aluminium carry
case marked Colt Anaconda First Edition. Only 1000 made
and this is #66, in as new unused ExWO&C B/CLR
Estimates - Although we do not print estiamted prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on 09 579-3771
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118 - COMMEMORATIVE S&W REVOLVER
A 125th Year Anniversary .45 LC cal double action revolver.
6 1/4” Barrel marked SMITH & WESSON 125TH ANNIVERSARY in gold lettering as is the caliber on the other
side. The frame also marked in gold with S&W 1852-1977
Anniversary logo. The inside of the frame marked model
25-3. Metalwork retains all original bright blue. ExC S&W
logo rosewood grips. Contained in its original mahogany
display case with S&W silver coin and a first edition of Roy
Jinks’ book. This gun is in as new ExWO&C B/CLR
119 - TAURUS REVOLVER
A Brazilian Taurus model 226 .357 magnum cal double
action revolver. 6” Barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork with most overall nickel finish. ExC pachmayr grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR
120 - ROSSI REVOLVER
A Brazilian Rossi model 971 double action .357 magnum calibre revolver. 4” Barrel with adjustable sights.
Near all original blue finish, VGC original wooden grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR
121 - S&W 22 REVOLVER
A US Smith and Wesson model 617-6 .22lr double action
revolver. 6” Barrel with adjustable sights. 9 Shot cylinder. The stainless steel frame and barrel without any major
scratches. ExC Hogue rubber original S&W logo grips and
complete with original box and instructions. VG-ExWO&C
B/CLR
122 - SHOULDER HOLSTER
A US good quality Branchi leather shoulder holster for a
.357/38 revolver, marked model 2100 phantom, brown
leather, fits up to 6” barrels. VGC

130 - ARISAKA RIFLE
A very fine example of a WWII Imperial Japanese type 99
Arisaka rifle. 25” 7.7x58 cal barrel with original bayonet
lug, foresight and correct anti aircraft rear sight. The receiver has a nice clear mon over the chamber and Nagoya
arsenal marks as well as still having the original dust cover
which were often removed. Metalwork has most overall
original finish. VGC original woodwork complete with
original sling swivels, folding metal bipod and cleaning
rod. This is an early first model circa 1940 and the nicest
example we have seen. ExWO&C ALR

118

119

131 - NO 9 BAYONET
The correct blade bayonet for the Irish contract NO4 MK2
rifle complete with scabbard in NEW ExC
132 - NO4 BAYONET
A WWII NO4 MKII Spike bayonet complete with scabbard.
ExC

120

133 - GERMAN WWI BAYONET
A most likely conversion from an existing stock. 11 1/2”
Blade marked Simson & Co. hooked quillion with ring. GC
wooden grips with some chipping brass and leather scabbard. GC

121

134 - GERMAN TRENCH KNIFE
A seldom seen WWI German trench knife. 5 3/4” Speer
point blade with very little staining. GC original wooden
grips with diagonal cross cuts complete with black enamel
scabbard and leather frog with dome button. VGC

128

135 - 6.5 JAPANESE AMMO
45 Rounds of original WWII Japanese 6.5 cal ammo for the
type 38 rifle plus two stripper clips. GC ALR

134

123 - SHOULDER HOLSTER
A Magnum leather brand brown leather shoulder holster for
a medium large frame double action revolver. VCG

136 - 6.5 JAPANESE AMMO
A similar lot to previous lot. GC ALR

124 - ASSORTED HOLSTERS
A bag containing 7 assorted revolver and pistol holsters. CG
125 - ASSORTED HOLSTERS
Seven assorted leather revolver holsters. GC

133

126 - S&W HOLSTER ETC
A Safariland Kydex competition revolver holster for S&W
or similar plus 4 Safariland Super Comp Speedloaders and
3 standard Safariland Speedloaders plus 2 three cell leather
holders as well as 2 loading trays. VGC
127 - S&W HOLSTER ETC
A basket weave Safariland competition holster for K.L&N
frame revolvers plus 2 double speedloader pouches and 2
HKS speedloaders. VGC
128 - No4 RIFLE
An Irish contract British Military Lee Enfield No4 MKII
bolt action 303 cal rifle. This gun is brand new and in its
original brown grease paper wrapping with original tags
and dated 1955. Now extremely hard to find still in the paper. NEW ALR
129 - No4 RIFLE
A British Military Lee Enfield No 4 MKII 303 cal bolt action rifle. One of the surplus Irish contract guns that were
sold in NZ new in the grease paper in the early 1990’s. This
gun appears to have had little to no use. 25” Barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. Receiver marked No 4 MK2
and has all original black finish. ExC original woodwork
and includes the original grease paper tag with date of 1955.
ExWO&C ALR

137 - BERETTA 92 PISTOL
An Italian/US Beretta model 92FS 9mm semi automatic
pistol. 5” Barrel and slide with fixed sights and decocking
safety. Near all original matt milspec finish. ExC original
plastic grips. Includes original box and spare magazine.
ExWO&C B/CLR
138 - BERETTA MODEL 70S PISTOL
An Italian Beretta .22lr semi auto pistol. 3 1/2” Barrel with
adjustable sights on the slide, steel frame model with near
all original blue finish all over. VGC original plastic Beretta
logo grips. VGWO&C CLR
139 - VIKING PISTOL
A Russian BAIKAL MP44 ‘VIKING’ semi auto 9mm pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel with fixed sights on the slide. Polymer
frame with near all finish on the steel slide complete with
three 17 shot magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR

137

140 - HELWAN 9MM PISTOL
An Egyptian Helwan 9mm semi pistol. This is a copy of the
Beretta M951 Brigadeir pistol. 4 1/2” 9mm Nickel plated
barrel and frame. Blued slide marked Helwan etc. Metalwork has nearly all original blue and nickel finish. ExC
original black plastic grips. With spare magazine and original box. ExWO&C B/CLR

138

141 - BERETTA MAGAZINE
For the 92 semi auto pistol, some slight pitting otherwise
VGC

139

142 - HI-POWER GRIPS AND MAGAZINE
A set of black pastic grips for the Military Browning Hipower pistol, plus a 13R magazine. GC
143 - HI-POWER MAGAZINE
A 20R magazine for the 9mm Browning pistol. GC

129

140

144 - BROWNING 1900 MAGAZINE
7.65 Cal magazine for the Browing M1900 Pocket Pistol.
GC

145 - BULGARIAN AK47 RIFLE
A Communist block Bulgarian manufactured AK47 Assault rifle. 16” 7.62x39 Cal barrel with original sights.
The receiver is the milled type with three position selector - safe, full auto and semi auto. The receiver is marked
with Bulgarian arsenal mark and metalwork retains near all
original finish. Fitted with its original metal under-folding
stock with plastic pistol grip and includes a 30R magazine.
The Bulgarian AK’s are considered one of the best made.
ExWO&C CLR
146 - VIETNAM AK47
A Chinese arsenal made Vietcong AK47 rifle. 16” 7.62x39
Cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver
is milled type and Chinese arsenal marked M22 on left hand
side. This gun was a NZ Vietnam Veterans trophy gun and
has at some time been converted to semi auto but has been
returned to full automatic configuration. Metalwork has
thinning original finish, GC original woodwork with some
dings complete with correct bayonet and webbing sling. GVGWO&C CLR

145

146

157 - POACHERS SHOTGUN
A Belgian 12g side by side hammer shotgun. 29” Barrels
which fold all the way around to reduce size. Traces of case
colours on the receiver & thinning original blue on the barrels. GC wood work with rubber extension. GWO&C ALR

147

147 - CHINESE AK47
A Vietnam War period Chinese made Vietcong AK47 assault rifle. 16” Barrel with original sights. Milled type receiver with three position selector. The gun is missing the
bolt but the rest appears complete. Metalwork with Chinese arsenal marks and thinning original blue. The original
woodwork with quite extensive cracks and chips and shows
alot of use. Includes 30R magazine. A NZ Vietnam souvenir
gun with lots of history. FC CLR

155

160 - WINCHESTER M1897 RIOT GUN
A scarce Winchester Model 1897 12g pump action riot gun
circa 1920. 20” Round barrel with full length magazine and
bead sight. Marked with Winchester address etc and 12GA
157 and CYL marks. The guide model 1897 etc. The frame
marked COLA. SC. P.D for South Carolina Police Department. Most overall blue with some scratching and starting
to dull slighty on the barrel. ExC original woodwork with
correct rubber butt plate. ExWO&C

156

150 - AK DRUM MAGAZINE
A Communist block 75R drum magazine for the AK47 or
RPK light machine gun. Near all original finish. Also fits
type 56S. ExWO&C
151 - SPEER BULLET BOARD
Entitled ‘Founders Bullet Display Board’ for Omark Industries. Wooden frame with pictures of two generations
of Speer and the founder of RCBS, approx. 110 assorted
projectiles, circa 1980. ExC
152 - D&J BULLET BOARD
Circa 1993 for US bullet maker D&J. Wood frame with
blue background, features 36 different pistol projectiles.
44x28cm. ExC
153 - TRI-TEST BULLET BOARD
An unusual 40x40cm triangle shaped bullet board for US
company Tri-test Munitions. 16 Dummy pistol cartridges
with plastic cover and wooden frame. Company logo in centre, some cracking to the plastic otherwise GC
154 - AUSTRALIAN BULLET BOARD
A brass framed under glass bullet board entitled: “Bullets
that shaped Australian History, a collection cast in the original moulds”. 30 assorted antique rifle and revolver bullets
including 8 bore Flintlock, 10 bore Brown Bess, .36 Navy
and .500 Alexander Henry etc. GC
155 - ROSSI COMBINATION GUN
A single shot .22lr Rossi Break action rifle plus a second
barrel in .410g, 18” .22 barrel with iron sights and slip
on supressor. Metalwork with near all original finish, ExC
original woodwork plus 22” .410g barrel with bead sight.
ExC ALR

158 - WINCHESTER TRENCH GUN
A seldom offered for sale US Military WWII period model
97 Trench shotgun. 20” 12g Barrel with original early heat
shield and bayonet lug. The barrel marked MODEL 97 WINCHESTER - 12g etc, and flaming bomb on the top. The
left hand side of the receiver is marked U.S. Most likely
manufactured 1941-42. The metalwork has dark overall patina with traces of original blue, some bruising and pinpricking in parts. GC original forend and butt stock with a small
chip out of the forend and some dings all over. The hard
rubber butt plate has been broken and glued but is complete.
Original sling and swivels. The M97 Trench gun are a very
desirable and hard to find shotgun for both the WWII and
Winchester collector. G-VGWO&C ALR
159 - REMINGTON RIOT SHOTGUN
A WWII US Military Remington model 11 semi automatic
shotgun. 20” 12g Barrel marked Remington Arms Co. U.S
with flying bomb as well as 12g etc. and IMP cyl and inspection marks on both sides. The receiver of the Browning type
action is marked Remington logo as well as U.S with flying bomb and “MILITARY FINISH”. The metalwork has
been arsenal refinished with parkerised finish. VGC original
woodwork with Camon and FJA cartouche and original butt
plate. VGWO&C ALR

148 - RPD MAGAZINE
A magazine for the Soviet RPD light machine gun in 7x39
cal. The pan type magazine containing link in original
greese. In as new ExC
149 - PPSH MAGAZINE
A 71R drum magazine for Russian WWII 7.62 Tokarev caliber PPSH sub machine gun. Metalwork has most refinish,
includes green canvas bag. A bit dirty. VGC
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156 - POACHERS SHOTGUN
A single shot Italian shotgun by Acciaia Vickers. 27 1/2”
20g Barrel with swamp pattern on top. The barrel folds under to meet the stock. Most overall original blue, GC original woodwork. GWO&C ALR

161 - GARAND BOOK
Know Your M1 Garand Rifles by Hoffschmidt. A detailed
owners manual for the M1. Small format, soft cover. Also
good for identifying different models. In new ExC
162 - PPK BOOK
Know Your Walther PP & PPK Pistols by Hoffschmidt. Ideal owners manual and indentification guide. Small format,
soft cover. In new ExC

158
159

163 - CZ PISTOL BOOK
Know Your Czech Pistols by Berger. Ideal identification
book and owners manual for the collector and shooter. Soft
cover, small format. In new ExC
164 - DEATH FROM ABOVE BOOK
Death From Above-The German FG42 Paratroop Rifle by
Dugleby & Stevens. An excellent detailed history of this
iconic WWII gun, 147 pages, hard cover, large format with
black and white photos. In new ExC
165 - K98 BOOK
The K98K Rifle - Propoganda Series. Medium format, hard
cover, 151 pages. A pictorial history of the K98K showing
many never seen before photos taken during WWII. In new
ExC

160
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166 - FLINTLOCK PISTOL
A Flintlock pocket pistol by Irish maker Calderwood circa
1815. 4” Octagonal approx. 28 bore barrel marked Dublin
on the top. The lockplate is marked CALDERWOOD, it is
borderline engraved as well as a folliage and shell pattern.
Metalwork has dark aged patina all over. Steel furniture with
pineapple finial. GC original checkered woodwork with silver escucheon. There is an aged crack extending from the
muzzle to in front of the lock plate, complete with original
ram rod. GWO&C NLR

166

167

167 - FLINTLOCK MUFF PISTOL
An antique approx. 48cal (40 bore) single barrel flintlock
muff pistol. Box lock action without makers name but Birmingham proof marks underneath. 2 1/4” turn off barrel.
Stand of flags on action, dark metal patina overall. Action is
strong with 1/2 cock safety. VGC walnut grips.
GWO&C NLR

176 - COLT DRAGOON REVOLVER
A very scarce and desirable 3rd model Colt dragoon percussion revolver circa 1858. 7 1/2” Round to octagonal .44 cal
barrel marked ADDRESS SAMUEL COLT NEW YORK
CITY and fitted with twin leaf rear sight and nickel silver
fore sight. The loading lever is the horizontal catch type.
Metalwork has traces of original blue in parts and has a
few areas of very minor pin pricking. The cylinder scene
is very faint but still present in parts. US Martially marked
under Colts Patent on the frame. The brass triggerguard has
Military inspection marks on the brass triggerguard. All serial numbers including the wedge are matching. Steel back
and butt strap which is cut for a shoulder stock. GC original
wooden grip. VGWO&C NLR

176

168 - SIGHT ADJUSTMENT TOOL
A Parkers patent vernier type sight adjustment tool to suit
cased antique rifle. VGC

170

169 - PAIR OF DIPPERS
A matching pair of Ebony handled powder dippers to suit
percussion or flint cased firearms. GC
170 - HAWKESLEY FLASK
A very nice example of a Hawkesley bag shaped powder
flask with raised silver seam. 21cm High, some small dents
in one side otherwise VGC
171 - HAWKESLEY PANEL FLASK
Bag shaped powder flask with petal design inside the copper
panel standing seam construction, a couple of slight pressure dings. 20cm High. VGC
172 - PANEL POWDER FLASK
An unmarked panel design powder flask. Fixed top marked
drums. Slightly hand formed shape with raised panel design, some loss of finish but no dings. 20cm High, not found
in Riling’s book. VGC
173 - BEAUMONT-ADAMS REVOLVER
A very fine cased English 120 bore Beaumont-Adams percussion revolver retailed by D. Egg London. 4 5/16” Octagonal barrel with Birmingham proof marks on the left
hand side. The top strap marked D. Egg. 4 PALL MALL
LONDON. The frame is borderline engraved and marked
ADAMS PATENT on the left hand side. The metalwork
retains near all original bright blue all over, some loss of
finish to the triggerguard and slight staining on the hammer.
ExC one piece walnut grips. Contained in its original green
baize lined mahogany box with Egg trade label. Included
are a brass double cavity bullet mould marked S.Baker, copper lacquer flask without dings, ebony nipple key, pewter
oil bottle and percussion caps. These small bore Beaumont
-Adams revolvers are seldom seen in this condition and are
very desirable for the discerning English revolver collector.
ExWO&C NLR
174 - 54 BORE BEAUMONT ADAMS REVOLVER
A nice quality cased English Beaumont-Adams 5 shot double action 54 bore percussion revolver. 6” Octangonal barrel with Birmingham proof marks. The top strap marked
George Gibbs Bristol. Fitted with Braziers patent rammer.
The frame is the early 1851 type and is borderline engraved
and marked with the serial number on the right hand side.
The barrel, frame and trigger guard retain most original
bright blue with some areas of loss of finish on both sides
of the frame and at the muzzle. The Rammer, frame and
hammer have slight traces of original case colours. ExC
checkered original one piece grips. Contained in its original green baize lined case with George Gibbs trade label.
Included is a Dixon bag shaped flask, ebony nipple key and
screw driver, Adams brass bullet mould, ebony tipped rod,
pewter oil bottle, percussion caps and bullets. It is believed
that this scarce variant was produced by Brazier circa 1855
from dies and tools for the early Adams frame. (Page 122
Taylerson) VGWO&C NLR

175 - ADAMS REVOLVING RIFLE
A very rare and fine Robert Adams 1851 5 shot percussion
self cocking revolving rifle. 28 1/2” .577 Cal octagonal
damascus twist barrel. London proofed and fitted with a
twin leaf rear sight for 200 and 300 yards. Top strap marked
Deane Adams and Deane No 30 King William St London
Bridge. The frame is borderline engraved with some small
foliage scrolls. Complete with the hammer shroud and rammer. Metalwork has traces of original finish with a nice
overall patina. ExC walnut stock with chequered wrist. Only
a handful of these very large rifles are known and seldom
offered for sale. ExWO&C NLR

175
171
172

177 - BENNETT & LACY DUELLING PISTOLS
A fine pair of Flintlock Duelling Pistols by Bennet and
Lacy circa 1800-20. 9” .55 cal (28 bore octagonal damascus twist browned barrels with dove tailed foresights. The
barrels marked BENNETT & LACY LONDON and with
gold bands at the rear extending into spear shaped finials at the wrists. The lock plates are marked with makers
name and borderline engraved and also feature foliage and
sunburst designs on the locks and cocks. Set triggers and
engraved steel mounts extending into pineapple shaped
finials and retain most overall blue finish. VGC half stock
woodwork with fine checkering on the grips. Unmarked silver escocheons on the back of the wrist and silver cross pin
and forend. Complete with ebony ram and cleaning rods.
Contained in its green baize lined case with Mortimer trade
label and a correct oval powder flask with copper lacquer
finish with dot pattern and recepticles for bullets and flints
as well as ebony tipped ram rod, bullet mould and screw
driver. ExWO&C NLR
*****20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK NOW*****
178 - ADVERTISING PRINTS
Eleven assorted reprints of old, circa 1900-20, advertising
posters for assorted companies including Colt, Winchester,
Remington etc. GC

177

179 - KNIFE ANNUAL BOOKS
“KNIVES” Annual, soft cover books, 1984, 85, 88, 90, 91,
92. VGC
180 - BOOT KNIVES
Four Generic brand boot knives with sheaths, approx 4”
blades on each. PC

173

181 - TWO BOOT KNIVES
An unmarked Japanese and the second marked Stirling, both
double sided blades with sheaths and alloy handles. GC
182 - POCKET KNIVES
A bag containing 14 assorted pocket knives. FC
183 - HANDCUFFS
A pair of Smith & Wesson brand handcuffs missing the keyplus two pair of non branded handcuffs. GC

174

184 - PICTORIAL GUN BOOKS
Five ‘coffee table’ style hard cover, large format gun books.
Guns of the Wild West, Small Arms, Rare and Beautiful
Guns, Illustrated history of Guns plus The World Encyclopidia of Modern Guns. GC

185 - GUN COLLECTOR’S DIGESTS
Volume 1 & 2 1974 & 77, soft cover with lots of articles on
historical and antique guns. GC
186 - TUBULAR MAGAZINES
Five .22lr & tubular magazines. GC

206
194

204 - 38 SPECIAL AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
208

187 - SILENCERS
Two Manders brand .22lr silencers, blued finish, both unused and in original packets. ExC

205 - 38 SPECIAL AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
206 - ASTRA SHOTGUN
A side by side 12g shotgun by Spanish maker Astra. 27 1/2”
Full and 1/2 choke blued barrels with small dent on left
hand side. Case coloured box lock twin trigger receiver with
some engraving. GC woodwork. GWO&C

188 - SILENCERS
Similar to previous lot. ExC
189 - PARKER HALE RIFLE CLEANING KIT
A very high grade English made kit by Parker Hale for .270
- 308 cal rifles. Contains brass three piece rod, Young ‘303’
plus express oil patches x2 packs and brush, jag and mop,
contained in plastic carry case. In unused new ExC
190 - PARKER HALE CLEANING KIT
A similar lot to previous only for .22lr rifles. In unused new
ExC
191 - PARKER HALE SHOTGUN CLEANING KIT
Similar to the two previous lots only set up for 12g with a
high grade wooden cleaning rod. In unused new ExC

207 - GAME KING SHOTGUN
A most likely Spanish 12g over/under shotgun. 28” Full
and 3/4 choke ribbed barrels marked “Game King”. The receiver roll engraved with hunting scene, GC wooden stock.
GWO&C

209

208 - SAVAGE .22 RIFLE
Model 6A .22lr semi auto rifle. 24” Barrel with original
sights, tubular magazine and period scope fitted. Metalwork has dark aged patina. Woodwork with some dings and
scratches. F-GWO&C ALR

195

192 - 12G CLEANING KIT
A high grade cleaning kit for 12g shotguns by Italian company “Fair”. Plastic carry case with three piece wooden
rod. Four brushes/mops, oil, snap caps, screw driver, action
brush and patches. Suit high grade shotgun. In as new ExC

209 - STEVENS FAVOURITE
A single shot falling block Stevens Favourite .22lr rifle. 22”
Round barrel marked Stevens etc. The chamber marked
Favourite. Metalwork with grey mottled patina. VGC original woodwork. The lever does not remain in position when
cocked. FC ALR

193 - PURDEY DUMMY ROUNDS
Two 12g dummy round snap cups with Purdey & Sons Limited London head stamps, high polished plated steel finish,
suit high grade shotgun, in as new ExC

210 - 308 CAL PROJECTILES
Approx 485 308 cal 150g FMJ projectiles. GC
211 - .30 CAL PROJECTILES
Approx. 200 180g 30 cal JSP projectiles. GC

194 - SAVAGE .22 MAGNUM RIFLE
A US Savage arms model 93 .22WMR cal bolt action rifle. 21” blued barrel with iron sights, the receiver factory
fitted with weaver bases. Metalwork retaining all original
blue finish. Accutrigger model with ExC synthetic stock.
ExWO&C ALR

213 - 270 PROJECTILES
Approx. 300 Sierra brand .270 150g bullets. GC
197

196 - STIRLING M20 RIFLE
.22LR Semi auto. 21” Barrel with open sights, 15 shot detachable clip. Metalwork with some rust spotting. Woodwork with some dings and loss of varnish. FWO&C ALR

215 - 7.5 SWISS DIES
RCBS brand two die set for 7.5mm Schmidt Rubin. In original box in unused NEW ExC
216 - 338 CAL DIES
A two die set of Lyman brand for 338 Lapua Magnum. Includes shell holder in unused NEW ExC
217 - 7.62X39 RELOADING DIES
RCBS two die set and shell holder. GC

198 - 44-40 DIES AND AMMO
RCBS brand 3 die set with shell holder. Plus 20R of loaded
lead ammo as well as approx. 60 reloaded ammo suitable for
componets only. GC

218 - 7X64 RELOADING DIES
7X64 Brenneke - Lyman brand two dies set. In unused NEW
ExC

219

219 - RUGER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER
A US Ruger single action revolver. 6 1/4” .357 Cal barrel
and cylinder but also includes a 9mm cal cylinder to shoot
both calibers. Metalwork has near all original blue finish.
ExC original wooden grips, complete with original cardboard box. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

220

220 - REPRODUCTION WALKER REVOLVER
An Italian Uberti reprodution Colt Walker percussion .44
cal revolver. 9” Round barrel, metalwork with near all original blue and case colours. ExC wood grips complete with
box. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

200 - 38 BULLET MOULD
Lee brand .356 mould 153g for 38 super & auto, in box.
VGC

202 - 38/357 DIES
Lyman brand 3 die set and approx. 40 brass fired cases.

214 - .22 PROJECTILES
Approx. 665 .22 bullets, assorted weights and brands in individual bags or boxes. GC

196

197 - NORINCO .22 MAUSER RIFLE
Model JW25A, .22lr bolt action rifle styled on the K98 rifle
of WWII. 20” Barrel with open sights. Metalwork with near
all original finish. ExC original woodwork complete with
spare mag and manual. ExWO&C ALR

201 - 45 ACP DIES
RCBS brand 3 die set and shell holder. GC

212 - 270 PROJECTILES
Approx. 500 .270 130g projectiles, Sierra and Speer brands.
GC

207

195 - SIRLING M2OP RIFLE
Semi auto model 20P .22LR semi auto rifle. 21” Barrel with
iron sights, fitted with 4x32 scope, 15R magazine. Metalwork with most overall original blue. VGC original wooden
stock. VGWO&C ALR

199 - 38 SUPER DIES AND AMMO
RCBS brand 3 die set plus approx. 250 reloaded rounds. GC
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203 - 38 SPECIAL AMMO
100R PMC brand jacketed soft point + p loading, bulk
packed. ExC ALR
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221 - REPRO COLT NAVY REVOLVER
An Italian Armi San Marco brand reproduction of a Colt
Navy percussion revolver. 7 1/2” .36 Cal barrel, metalwork
with most overall original blue finish with minor scratching,
brass frame & GC wooden grips. GWO&C B/CLR
222 - REPRODUCTION REMINGTON REVOLVER
An Italian Navy Arms reproduction Remington 1858 New
Army 36 cal percussion revolver. 6 1/2” Octagonal barrel,
metalwork with near all original blue finish. VGC wooden
grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

237 - SOUTH AFRICAN 308 AMMO
140R of Ball R1M1 308 ammo in original heavy brown
plastic outer. ExC ALR

221

238 - SOUTH AFRICAN 308 AMMO
Same as previous lot
239 - 308 AMMO
200R of Czech 308 FMJ in link. Contained in metal can.
GC ALR

222

223 - POWDER HORN
Italian made reproduction powder horn. Approx. 14” high
with brass top & wooden screw base & leather strap. GC

240 - 250R 12G AMMO
250R Gamebore Blue Diamond competition load #9 shot
12g ammo. GC ALR

223

241 - 218R 12G AMMO
218R Falcon Club 28 12g trap ammo. GC ALR

224 - POWDER HORN
Similar to previous lot. GC
225 - COLT POCKET KNIVES
Two commemortive knives put out with permission of Colt
by Franklin Mint. The first commemorating the 1836 Patterson and the second for the 1847 Walker revolver the
blades marked with Colt logo and the handles have relief
engraved depictions of the guns, also foliage engraved in
24K gold plate. In their original slip covers. ExC

242 - 20 GUAGE AMMO
Approx. 225R of 20 gauge shotgun ammo. Size 7 1/2 and
9’s in original packs. Mirage, Fiochi and Scorpio brands.
GC ALR
247

226 - COLT POCKET KNIVES
From the same series as the previous lot but featuring a 1911
pistol and the second a Woodsman pistol. ExC

245 - 4 1/2” NAVAL SHELL
A large empty brass Naval shell. Marked 4.5” MKIII Gun
and dated 1981. GC
246 - 20MM BRASS
93 Empty 20mm Gatling cannon brass shells in link. GC

228 - SPEEDLOADERS AND POUCHES
Four HKS brand model 586 speed loaders to suit S&W Revolvers plus two double nylon belt pouches. GC
233

230 - SPEED LOADERS
Four HKS model 586 revolver speed loader to suit S&W or
similar plus a HKS competition box for loading up to 10
speed loaders. GC
231 - 38 SPECIAL BULLETS
Approx. 500 38sp 160g lead projectiles. GC

234

232 - 38 SPECIAL BULLETS
Same as previous lot. GC
233 - CZECH M27 PISTOL
A Czech model V227 semi auto pistol. 4” .32 Cal barrel and
fixed sights on the slide which has war state markings. Metalwork with near all original finish. Original black plastic
grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
234 - BERETTA 1935 PISTOL
An Italian WWII M1935 .32 cal semi auto pistol. 3 1/2”
Barrel, slide with fixed sights and dated 1942. Most overall nickel plating, original hard rubber grips and magazine
missing the lanyard loop otherwise G-VGWO&C CLR
235 - UNIQUE PISTOL
A French WWII period Unique”Kriegsmodell” .32 cal semi
auto pistol. 3” Barrel, slide marked 7,65 COURT 9 COUPS
“UNIQUE” etc. Metalwork with near all original finish.
Bakelite type grips. Produced under the Nazi German Vichy
regime. VG-ExWO&C CLR
236 - UNIQUE PISTOL
A WWII period French Unique “Kriegsmodel” semi auto
pistol. 3” .32 Cal barrel, slide marked Unique etc. Metalwork has some staining and thinning blue on the edges. GC
original bakelite grips. Manufactured under German supervision during the Vichy regime.

243 - 20MM ROUND
A live 20mm Armour Piercing Round for the Oerlikin Anti
Aircraft Gun. ExC ALR
244 - 20MM ROUND
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

227 - 1911 PISTOL BELT AND HOLSTER
A Safariland brand size 42” quick remove pistol belt with
inner velcro sided belt and basket weave outer. Open front
holster to suit 1911 also Safariland as are the three double
stack 1911 pouches. VGC

229 - SPEED LOADERS
Same as previous lot. GC

248

249

235

250

247 - M1A1 THOMPSON SMG
A nice example of a WWII US Military Thompson M1A1
SMG. 10 1/2” Parkerised 45acp cal barrel with original
foresight, the top of the receiver marked with Thompson
logo in front of the rear sight, US PROPERTY behind. Left
hand side marked THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN CALIBER .45 M1A1, right hand side marked Auto Ordnance
etc. Metalwork with near all parkerised finish. ExC original
woodwork complete with sling swivels and oil bottle in the
butt. ExWO&C CLR
248 - M2 CARBINE
A US Military M2 full automatic version of the M1 carbine.
18” .30 M1 Cal barrel with bayonet lug and original sights.
Marked Inland Division and dated 1945. The chamber
marked US Caribine cal .30 M2. Metalwork with nearly all
original finish. ExC original woodwork complete with 30R
magazine. A top example. ExWO&C CLR
249 - US 1911A1 PISTOL
A US WWII period Ithaca 1911A1 semi auto .45 acp cal pistol. 5” Barrel with fixed sights on the slide which is marked
ITHACA GUN CO INC etc. and the otherside M1911A1
US ARMY. The frame also marked the same & UNITED
STATES PROPERTY, also British proved. Most overall
parkerised finish. VGC original plastic grips. Fitted with
original magazine VGWO&C
B/CLR
Lot 430 will be auctioned now
250 - BROOMHANDLE MAUSER PISTOL
A German C96 circa 1914 commercial model semi auto
pistol. 5 1/2” 7.63 (30 MAUSER) cal barrel with original
foresight. The chamber marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF and German proved. The right hand side
of the frame also marked Mauser etc. and with small ring
hammer. Metalwork has most overall original blue thinning
slightly around the edge of the magazine and
some slight pin pricking by the grips. All external numbers
matching. VGC orginal wooden grips complete with ring.
VGWO&C B/CLR
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264 - COLT WOODSMAN MAGAZINE
An original Colt made magazine for the Woodsman and Targetman model “S” pistols. New in Colt packet. ExC

251 - M2 CARBINE MAGAZINES
A set of four 30R magazines for the M2 carbine contained
in their original US marked and dated 1950, olive coloured
magazine pouch. In as new ExC

265 - COLT .22 MAGAZINE
Factory magazine for the model .22 and Target .22 pistols,
circa 1990’s. Stainless steel 10 shot. ExC

252 - THOMPSON VIOLA CASE
A very well done modern made reproduction of the Viola
case to suit the 1921 or 1928 Thompson SMG. The outside
has a black crackle finish and the inside is lined in maroon
velour. One layer takes the gun with the stock removed.
Underneath there are cut outs for a 100R plus 50R drum
magazine and four stick magazines. Includes a cleaning rod.
This is in as new ExC.

266 - BEAUMONT ADAMS REVOLVER
A .450 cal cartridge conversion of a percussion Beaumont
Adams double action 5 shot revolver. 6” Octagonal barrel,
the action is WD and broad arrow marked signifying a conversion from British War Department percussion revolver.
Metalwork has most overall refinish. VGC original wooden
grips. GWO&C CLR

253 - THOMPSON “C” DRUM MAGAZINE
A 100R “C” Drum magazine for the 1921 or 28 Thompson
SMG. Thompson trade mark and loading info etc in white
and auto ordnance and patent info on the back. ExC

267 - S&W NO 1 1/2 REVOLVER
An antique circa 1870 US S&W model 1 1/2 five shot revolver in .32 short rimfire cal. 3 1/2” Hexagon barrel marked
Smith & Wesson address and patent dates, British proved on
cylinder & barrel. Some loss of nickel plating in areas with
dark patina. GC original wooden grips. GWO&C CLR

252, 253, 254,255

254 - THOMPSON “L” DRUM MAGAZINE
A 50R “L” drum magazine for the 1921 or 28 .45acp SMG.
Marked with Thompson logo and loading info in white on
the front and auto ordnance on the bag. ExC

266

255 - THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Four 30R stick magazines for the Thompson 1921, 28 and
M1 SMG’s SW & Seymour brands. New all original blue.
ExC

268 - H&R REVOLVER
A circa 1900 auto ejecting model US H&R .38 S&W 5 shot
double action revolver. Works similar to a Webley or S&W
in regard to ejecting. 4” Barrel marked H&R etc on the rib.
Metalwork missing most of the nickle plating on the barrel,
while retaining some on the cylinder and frame. GC hard
rubber grips. FWO&C CLR

267

256 - THOMPSON ACCESSORIES
A 30R stick magazine for the M1A1 or 1928, plus a US
marked canvas sling, action cover and fibre cushion to stop
the oil bottle rattling in the butt well, some rust on the metal
parts of the sling. GC

272
268

257 - 1911 HOLSTER
A US made reproduction of the WWI model 1912 cavalry
holster for the 1911 pistol, heavy brown stitched and riveted
leather marked US on the flap. ExC
258 - COLT GOVERNMENT POCKET PISTOL
A very scarce and desirable Colt MK IV/SERIES 80 Government model .380 cal semi auto pistol. 3” Barrel with
fixed sights. Slide marked Colt etc. Stainless steel metalwork has all original finish. ExC black plastic Colt logo
grips and original stainless magazine. Complete with Colt
blue plastic box and manual. This gun is in as new unused
ExWO&C CLR
259 - COLT DELTA GOLD CUP PISTOL
A very collectable 10mm cal Delta Gold Cup semi automatic pistol. 5” Barrel with factory adjustable sights. The slide
marked Delta Gold Cup. Stainless steel slide and frame in
ExC, original rubber wrap around grips with Delta logo. Includes original magazine, Colt blue platic box and manual.
In as new ExWO&C B/CLR
260 - REMINGTON R1 PISTOL
A US Remington model 1911 R1 .45acp cal semi auto pistol. These pistols are a faithful remake of the WWII 1911
A1 pistol built on Remingtons original machinery. 5” Barrel
with fixed sights. Black milspec finish and wooden checkered grips. Contained in its original plastic carry case with
instructions and spare magazine. This gun is brand new.
ExWO&C B/CLR
261 - COLT KING COBRA REVOLVER
A US Colt King Cobra .357 cal 6 shot double action stainless steel revolver. 4” Full underlug barrel with adjustable
sights. Metalwork with a few scratches. ExC original Pachmayr rubber grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

258
273

270 - FLOBERT PISTOL
An unusual small antique 6mm Flobert single shot pistol,
circa 1860-1900. Most likely Belgium made. 2” Octagonal
to round barrel. Metalwork with dark patina, original hard
rubber grips with two small chips on each side. Very small
at only 4” overall length. GWO&C CLR
271 - FOLBERT PISTOL
A most likely Belgium made small antique 6mm cal single shot Flobert pistol. 2” Round barrel, has been drilled to
deactivate. Most thinning nickel finish. GC wooden grips.
GC CLR

259

272 - SYKES FIGHTING KNIFE
A WWII British Commando Fairbain Sykes fighting knife/
dagger. 170mm Double edged blued blade with a small aged
chip on one edge. The cross guard marked with broad arrow
and D. The knurled brass handle with some loss of finish
and shows nice age. GC

260

274

273 - US DAGGER
A WWII period private purchase dagger popular with US
troops as fighting weapons. 6” Dagger shaped blade with
age tarnishing and unmarked. Leather and brass stacked
handle. Alloy hilt and cross guard. Complete with original
brown leather sheath. GWO&C
274 - KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER
WWII Nazi Naval Kriegsmarine dagger. 10” Blade with foliage and Naval logo engraving on both sides. Marked with
Puma logo and Solingen on the base. Only a few minor areas of loss of finish to the plating. Brass cross guard & Nazi
eagle pommel and wire around the ivory coloured celluloid
grip. ExC brass scabbard with lightning bolt design. VGC

261

270

262 - COLT GRIPS
A set of original Pachmayr type wrap around rubber grips
for the 1911 45 cal pistol or similar, has gold Colt logo on
both sides. ExC
263 - CZ 75 MAGAZINE AND GRIPS
A 15R magazine for the CZ 75 or 85 9mm cal pistol plus a
set of Pachmayr rubber grips. ExC

269 - H&R REVOLVER
A model 1906 6 shot .22lr revolver. 2 1/4” Octagonal barrel,
the top strap marked H&R. Metalwork with grey patina.
GC original hard rubber grips. GWO&C CLR

275

271

275 - ENGRAVED NAVAL K98 BAYONET
WWII Nazi engraved Naval bayonet for the K98. 9
3/4” Spear point blade that is etched on both sides Schlarhtsrhiff Gneisenau - (sister ship to the Tirpitz) also
etched with anchor and boaderline pattern. The other side
etched KRIEGSMARINE - Aur Erinnerung an Meine Dienstzeit (in rememberence of my wartime service). The pommel is also etched with anchor and Swastika. VGC wooden
grips complete with correct metal scabbard. VGC
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276 - ENGRAVED LUFTWAFFE BAYONET
A rare and hard to find WWII engraved bayonet for the
Mauser 98 rifle. 9 1/2” Plated spear point blade with 3/4
length fuller on both sides. Engraved with bi plane diving scene surrounded by foliage. Makers logo in oval at
the base of the blade - F.W HOLLERSOLINGEN. Original leather washer. ExC original black bakelite checkered
grips. Most of the plating has gone from hilt. Most overall
black paint finish on the original metal scabbard. Hard to
find especially in this condition. VGC

276

287 - ZEISS SCOPE
A 30mm German Zeiss 4 power scope with claw mount attachment, underneath the turnets marked ZF4/S aus Jena
DDR. Most matt black finish and Tri post reticle. VGC

287

288 - HALO DOT SIGHT
A non branded Halo style dot sight. Weaver base, varible intensity and multiple reticle choices. Has original box. ExC

282

288

277 - LUFTWAFFE POCKET KNIFE
An unusual WWII Nazi Luftwaffe pocket knife. Aluminium handles with pebbled background and Luftwaffe eagle
on one side. The other marked BUSSING-NAG LEIPZIG
RZM. A plain edge blade and saw tooth blade with some
staining. GC

290 - M14 MAGAZINE
One 20R magazine for the .308 cal US M14 or the Chinese
M305 semi auto rifle. Grey parkerised finish. ExC

278 - SS FLAG
A very scarce original WWII Nazi SS flag, 75x47cm, black
heavy cotton/wool with SS lightning bolt logo in the center
in white. The edges and corners are reinforced. The spine
in white with rope stitched in the corners and marked Lager
FL. 50X75 and LOH. The silk like material of the lightning
bolts show a nice age/colour. ExC

291 - CAC BRAND 308 AMMO
Ideal for the collector. Three 20R packets, one with deer
scene 146g hollow point, the other two 150g soft point with
red and black packets. ExC ALR

298

292 - 308 AMMO
Three 20R packets. PMC soft point containing 19R, Federal
168g HP Lapua 170g FMJ. GC ALR

279 - SS BELT BUCKLE
A WWII Nazi SS belt buckle, the front with eagle and logo,
the back marked O&C ges. ge sch. Retains all original nickel silver finish. ExC
280 - SS RUNES
A pair of WWII Nazi SS colar runes. One with SS logo and
aluminium thread with correct paper RZM tag, the other
with storm leader rank. These were hand made by Hitler
Youth Girls. ExC

293 - COLLECTORS AMMO
3R of Eley brand NO2 express ammo, plus 1R of Kynoch
577 nitro. GC ALR
294 - 50 CAL COLLECTORS AMMO
2R of .50 BMG, one with training projectile plus one of .50
cal Spotter (inert). GC ALR
295 - .50AE AMMO
A packet of Speer Gold Dot brand 300g HP bullets for the
eagle or similar. ExC ALR

283

281 - SS BUTTON
A WWII Nazi SS jacket button with Deaths Head logo. GC

296 - 10MM AMMO
80R of PMC 170g JHP 10mm pistol ammo in original 50R
packets. GC ALR

282 - WALTHER SNIPER RIFLE
A high quality West Gernam .308 cal Sniper rifle circa 1980.
26” Heavy round barrel without sights. Marked 308 WIN
and German proof marks. The side of the receiver with
Walther banner then marked MOD JR. CARL WALTHER
WAFFENFABRIK ULM/DO. W. GERMANY. Metalwork
with near all original blue. Fitted with Mildot scope, ExC
original adjustable wooden thumbhole stock.
ExWO&C ALR
283 - ROMANIAN DRAGUNOV RIFLE
A 7X54R cal Romanian SVD type Dragunov sniper rifle.
28” Barrel with muzzel break, bayonet lug and original
sights. The sheet metal receiver with two position safety
and near all original finish, fitted with correct side mounted
four power PSO sniper scope. The underside of the receiver
with arsenal mark and dated 1976. ExC original laminated
wood butt stock and forend. Includes 10R magazine, nylon
and leather scope cover, bayonet and sling. Hard to find a
better example. ExWO&C ELR

297 - CARTRIDGE CONVERSION BOOK
Home Guide to Cartridge Conversions by Nonte. Hard
cover, small format excellent reference to make obsolete
cartridges. GC

284

298 - ZB 30 MACHINEGUN
A hard to find Czech ZB30 light machine gun. This predecessor to the BREN was built under license in Romania.
26” 8mm Cal barrel with flash hider, original sights and
cooling ribs and carry handle. The receiver is marked on
the side with Romanian arsenal marks CMC CUGIR and on
top with crest. Complete with rear sight dial elevator and
box magazine. Metalwork with most overall original blue
finish. GC original woodwork and complete with bipod.
ExWO&C CLR
299 - VZ 58 RIFLE
A Czech VZ 58 assault rifle. 16” 7.62x39 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. Metalwork with nearly all
arsenal paint type finish. ExC original compressed wood
chip stock fitted with a modified Russian AK47 drum magazine. VG-ExWO&C ELR

299

284 - M14 TYPE RIFLE
A Chinese M305 version of the US M14 Rifle. 18” Barrel plus faux flash hider. Near all original parkerised finish.
ExC original camo synthetic stock, includes manual and
extra 5R magazine. EcWO&C ALR

300 - TYPE 56.S RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco type 56.S 7.62x39 cal semi auto version
of the AK47 assault rifle. 16” Barrel with original sights,
flash hider and bayonet lug. Receiver marked Norinco etc.
Metalwork with all original finish. ExC original woodwork.
This gun is in unfired as new condition and includes original box, spare magazine, bayonet and sling. Now very hard
to find in as new ExWO&C ELR

285 - NIGHT FORCE SCOPE
A high grade Japanese made NightForce brand 30mm telescope sight, 2.5-10 power with 55mm parlax adjustable
objective lens, illuminated reticle with 3/4 horizontal and
only 5mm of vertical cross hair and has screw off lens covers. ExC
286 - LEUPOLD SCOPE
A good quality US made Leupold VARIX 3-9 compact telescopic sight, gloss black finish, duplex reticle and includes
original box. ExC

289 - SPOTTING SCOPE
A 20 power Japanese Kowa brand spotting scope with tripod. GC

285

300

301 - ENGRAVED RUGER PISTOL
A limited edition engraved Ruger MKII .22lr semi automatic pistol. This pistol is known as the Presidents model
and was produced in 1988 and is #38 of only 40 produced.
4 3/4” Round barrel engraved at the muzzle. The metalwork
is borderline engraved in gold as well as the Ruger logo on
the left hand side. Also foliage engraved all over and engraved 38 of 40 infront of the grip. The blue is a very high
grade deep blue and has all its original finish except a very
small section on the screw for the foresight. ExC special
edition wooden grips with black ruger logo on one side and
red on the otherside. In its original box and retains original
tags. In unfired as new ExWO&C B/CLR
302 - ENGRAVED DAN WESSON REVOLVER
A unique limited edition Dan Wesson 44 magnum double
action revolver put out by the American Historical foundation. This gun is gold plated and foliage and eagle design
all over. 9 1/2” Barrel, left hand side inscribed “The right
of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed”
and with the original owners name on the rib. Marked Dan
Wesson on the left hand side of the frame. The high grade
wooden grips with second ammendment USA logo. This
gun is in unfired original condition complete with tags and
wooden display box. ExWO&C B/CLR
303 - BROWNING HI - POWER PISTOL
A Belgian made Browning Hi - Power 9mm cal semi automatic pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel. The slide with fixed sights and
marked FABIQUE NATIONALE D’ARMES DE GUERRE
HERSTAL BELGIQUE. Early style rounded hammer. Metalwork has near all original bright blue finish. ExC original
wooden checkered grips and magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
304 - BROWNING HI - POWER PISTOL
A Belgian FN made Hi-Power GP competition model pistol. 6” 9mm Barrel with front counterweight. The rear sight
is correct adjustable detent type. The side marked FN etc
and Browning US address. This model also features an
improved barrel bushing and decreased trigger pull. Metalwork has near all original finish, thinning on the beaver tail
and edges, original rubber pachmayr wrap around grips. Includes original Browning marked plastic box and two spare
13R magazines and cleaning rod. G-VGWO&C B/CLR
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311 - WESTLEY RICHARDS FOWLING PIECE
A very fine and high quality double barrel cased percussion
fowling piece by notable gun maker Westley Richards,
circa 1855-60. 30” Barrels in approx. 24 bore with waterproof primer nipples. The top marked Westley Richards,
170 New Bond St London. The underneath marked with
Birmingham proofs and serial # 5774. The barrels with platinum bands and foliage engraving at the breech, retain most
original brown finish The bright case coloured lock plates
are marked Westley Richards on both sides, borderline and
foliage engraved. The cocks are of dolphin design and also
engraved. The steel furniture retains large amounts of original blue on the trigger bow. Pineapple design finial in front
of the trigger gaurd as well as the ram rod guide. The finial
on the wrist extends rearward into a speer shape. VGC original walnut stock checkered at the wrist. Profusely engraved
with bright case colours on the section behind the breech.
Steel buttplate extending into speer point finial with large
traces of original blue. Silver presentation escucheon on the
underside of the stock marked MURCHISON TO TCHEFFKINE as well as silver cross pin escucheon. Includes
original brass tipped ebony ramrod. Contained in its original green baize lined mahogany case with brass ring pull
handle and corners. Westley Richards original label inside
the lid. Included is a leather shot bag, Sykes patent powder
flask, cleaning rod, Westley Richards waterproof primers,
spare nipples, ebony screw driver, nipple key and horse hair
brush. A top fowling piece for the discerning collector. VGExWO&C NLR

301

302

303

304

312 - HARVEY’S PATENT REVOLVER
A rare cased approx. 40 cal English Harvey’s patent second
model six shot self cocking “Hammerless” percussion revolver circa 1854. 3 3/4” Octagonal barrel marked ‘HARVEY’S PATENT BREECH LOADING REVOLVING PISTOL’ and Birmingham proof marks with similar cylinder
proofs. Both pistol and the detachable rammer/turnscrew
and nipple key show slight traces of original case colours.
The top of the concealed hammer action as well as the nipple shroud are foliage and borderline engraved. The triggerguard retains a lot of original blue and is engraved. ExC
original checkered one piece grip with blank circular silver
escucheon and engraved percussion cap trap Contained in
its original oak green baize lined case with small medicine
bottle shaped copper flask, double cavity bullet mould, ebony tipped rod and nipple key plus pewter oil bottle and
percussion caps. Harvey’s patent transitional firearms are
scarce, with less than 1000 produced. VGWO&C NLR

311

310

305 - BROWNING HI POWER MAGAZINE
A 20R Mec Gar brand in original packet in NEW ExC.
306 - BERETTA 92FS MAGAZINE
Mec Gar brand 20R blued steel. In original packet.
NEW ExC
307 - BERETTA 92FS PISTOL MAGAZINES
A parkerised Military issue 15R in original as new condition. Plus a stainless steel magazine with a couple of rust
speckles. GC
312

308 - RUGER .22 PISTOL MAGAZINES
Ten shot original magazine for the MKII semi auto .22lr pistol. Blued finish. GC
309 - ANTIQUE GUN LABELS
Deane Adams & Deane label plus Westley Richards, London Colt, Rigby, James Woodward & Sons, & William Powell. Most appear to be original or high quality copies. GC
310 - CALLISHER & TERRY RIFLE
A nice quality English Callisher & Terry Sporting capping
breech loading rifle retailed by Cogswell. 32” approx .55
cal octagonal barrel with original sights and sling swivel
eyelet. The back of the breech marked Terry’s patent. The
lock plate is marked Cogswell 224 Strand London and is
borderline and foliage engraved as is the cock and bolt handle. The trigger guard extending in to finials is also nicely
engraved. Metalwork with most overall thinning brown and
blue some slight pin pricking around the primer nipple.
VGC original ebony tipped checkered walnut stock with
steel butt plate extending into the top of the stock. Large cal
rifle length Terry’s are seldom encounterd VGWO&C NLR

313

314

313 - HOLLIS PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOLS
A pair of English .50 cal (38 bore) box lock ‘Top Hat’ percussion pistols by Richard Hollis circa 1830. 1 1/2” Round
turn off barrels engraved at the muzzles and Birmingham
proved as well as marked R.H. Elegent rounded frames
with concealed triggers feature the ‘Top Hat’ percussion
system with sprung cap retainers. Foliage engraved and
marked LONDON on the right hand side, the left hand
side marked RICHd HOLLIS. The underside of the guns
are borderline engraved and Birmingham proved. Sliding
thumb safeties. ExC original fine checkered one piece grips
with blank diamond shaped silver escucheons and engraved
butt plates also in silver. Contained in their modified Adams type case with barrel key and screw driver. A nice good
quality example of early percussion ‘Top Hat’ travelling
pistols. ExWO&C NLR
314 - ENGLISH BOXLOCK PISTOLS
A pair of .38 bore percussion box lock traveling pistols by
Needler. 3” Round barrels with Birmingham proofs with
similar on the engraved bronze frames. Marked Needler
Hull on the tangs. Dolphin style engraved cocks and concealed blued triggers. VGC one piece wooden grips with
blank silver escucheons. Contained in a modern case withsome damage to the lid, together with flask and bullets.
GWO&C NLR
Estimates - Although we do not print estiamted prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on 09 579-3771
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315 - COLT 1855 ROOTS REVOLVER
A seldom seen Colt model 1855 sidehammer pocket percussion revolver. 3 1/2” .31 Cal round barrel marked Address Col Colt New York USA on top. 5 Shot fluted cylinder
marked with patent date of 1850. Also marked 31 cal behind
the recoil shield. Metalwork has dark aged original patina
without any major bruising and has traces of blue and case
colours in parts. VGC original one piece varnished walnut
grip. This is the fith model of this series of gun and was
manufactured in 1863. NLR
316 - WEBLEY BENTLEY REVOLVER
A Webley Bentley wedge frame type 5 shot double action
percussion revolver. 4 1/2” approx. 80 bore octagonal barrel with Adams style rammer and Birmingham proofs underneath and on the cylinder. The top strap marked Manton
& Son London (we believe this to be a period example of
fakery). Most overall blue thinning to a dark grey patina in
some areas, traces of original case colours. GC two piece
checkered grips. GWO&C NLR

325 - LAHTI PISTOL
A Finish M.35 Lahti 9mm cal semi automatic pistol. 4 1/2”
Barrel with fixed sights. The top of the receiver marked
VALMET l-35. Metalwork has almost all original bright
blue finish all over. ExC original brown plastic grips. Hard
to find a better example - this is the nicest we have seen.
ExWO&C B/CLR

315

326 - MAKAROV PISTOL
A Soviet 9x18 Makarov cal semi auto pistol. 3 1/2” Barrel
with fixed sights on the slide. The frame dated 1975. Metalwork with most original blue thinning in parts. ExC original
brown plastic grips. GWO&C CLR

316

317

327 - 9MM STEYR AMMO
100R of 9mm Steyr pistol ammo to suit the Steyr-Hahn pistol. Professionaly made up by ‘The Gunrunner’ in Whangarei. 116gr FMJ. GC

323

328 - STEYR-HAHN GRIPS
A set of wooden checkered grips for the Austran Steyr-Hahn
M1911 pistol. VGC

317 - NAPOLEONIC BROADSWORD
A French curassier broadsword pattern 1802-3, 99cm
straight blade with twin fullers on each side. French arsenal marks are difficult to make out but are at the top of
the blade. The leather grip is in tact but missing wire. Solid
brass hilt and knuckle bow with markings and number. The
blade and steel scabbard have some pitting, worse on the
scabbard. A not commonly encountered sword. GC

329 - AR15 RIFLE
A modified Colt AR15 .223 cal semi auto rifle. The lower
receiver is a Colt model SPI with a flat top upper receiver
with forward assist and picatiny rail extending over the
handguard. 18” Barrel with original foresight & bayonet lug
plus fitted with over barrel supressor. Rear peep sight fitted
to the back of the receiver. Metalwork with most original finish. Fitted with aftermarket callapsable butt stock & Bushmaster multi rail hand guard plus 30R magazine. Includes
the original handguard & flash hider. VGWO&C ELR

326

318 - SPANISH SWORD
A model 1907 Puerto Seguro Cavalry Sabre. 35” Straight
blade with full length fuller and flat spine. The base marked
ARTILLERIA with crossed cannons under a crown with another marking below which is difficult to make out plus a
store # on the other side. GC

324

319 - COURT SWORD
A Victorian period “members of the royal household” court
sword. 30” Double edged blade, 1 5/8” at the shoulder. The
blade retaining good edge, unidentified makers mark and
running wolf inscription. Wooden grip with no evidence
of previous wire binding, most likely leather. Large 3” diameter steel pommel divided into segments with relief leaf
pattern. A heavy hand forged (has hammer marks) basket
hilt. VGC

318

320 - RUSSIAN DRAGOON SABRE
A Russian dragoon Sabre, 31 1/2” slightly curved blade with
eastern script marking at the top and twin fullers to within
6 1/2” of the end. Wooden checkered grip with brass single
knuckle bow, black painted steel scabbard, some tarnishing
of the blade otherwise GC

320

330 - TYPE 56.S RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco type 56.S 7.62x39 cal semi auto version
of the AK47 assault rifle. 16” Barrel with original sights,
flash hider and bayonet lug. Receiver marked Norinco etc.
Metalwork with all original finish. ExC original woodwork.
Includes the original box, spare magazine, bayonet and
sling. Now very hard to find in unfired as new ExWO&C
ELR

325

331 - TYPE 84.S RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco semi automatic .223 cal type 84.S version of the AK47. 17” Barrel with original sight, flash hider
and bayonet lug. Receiver marked Norinco etc and has near
all original blued finish. VGC original woodwork except for
two scuff marks on forend. Includes 30R original magazine.
VG-ExWO&C ELR

329

321 - JAPANESE ARMY SABRE
An Imperial Japanese Army pattern 1883 Sabre. Most likely
WWII period with 28 1/2” plated blade with tanto tip. Blade
has 80% of its plating. Hilt with army mon. There is a dent
in the bottom of the steel scabbard preventing full fitting
also some speckling on the plating otherwise VGC

332 - AK47 MAGAZINE
30R 7x39 cal magazine for the 56S or AK47 rifle. ExC

331

333 - AK47 MAGAZINE
30R 7.62x39 cal magazine for the 56S or AK47 rifle, some
minor rust staining otherwise GC
334 - G3 MAGAZINE
20R steel magazine for the H&K G3 7.62x51 cal rifle. VGC

322 - SWORD BOOKS
‘Sword’ Lance and Bayonet by Foulkes & Hopkinson, small
format, hard cover, black & white photos plus ‘A Collectors
guide to Swords Daggers & Cutlasses’ by Weland, hard cover, large format, colour photos. Both VG references. VGC

335 - BAR MAG POUCH
A US Military WWII 6 cell magazine pouch for the Browning .30 cal automatic rifle. One of the flaps marked US D.M
SHOE CO 1941. Olive canvas construction with steel buckles and eyelits. ExC

323 - P08 LUGER PISTOL
A WWI period 9mm Luger P08 semi auto pistol. 4” 9mm
Cal barrel, the chamber dated 1916, toggle marked Erfurt.
Metalwork has most overall reblue fitted with modern repro
magazine with correct style wooden baseplate. Ideal for
the shooter or first luger collector. GWO&C B/CLR

336 - B.A.R MAGAZINE
A 20R magazine for the US WWII Browning Automatic
30.06 cal rifle, parkerised flash and marked SEY with number. GC

324 - STEYR-HAHN PISTOL
An Austrian Steyr M1911 Chilean contract semi auto pistol.4 3/4” 9x23 Cal barrel. Slide with original fixed sights
marked Steyr 1912 Mod 1911,the other side Ejercito De
Chile . Metalwork with near all original blue finish,worn
but GC original wooden grips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

337
321

337 - SIG P210 PISTOL
A Swiss Sig P210 9mm cal semi automatic pistol. 4 3/4”
Barrel, the slide fitted with fixed sights and marked with
the Swiss cross and SIG logo. All steel frame with most
original finish showing slight wear on the front of the grip
and leading edges. ExC original checkered plastic grips.
Considered one of the finest & accurate 9mm pistols made.
Complete with original holster. VGWO&C B/CLR

338 - WALTHER P99 PISTOL
A nice quality Walther Model P99 9mm semi automatic
pistol. 4” Barrel with adjutable sights on the slide and all
original finish. Polymer frame with interchangeable grip
pannels included. In original box with spare magazine etc.
EXWO&C B/CLR

350

340

339 - SIG MOSQUITO PISTOL
A German Sig Sauer Mosquito .22lr semi auto pistol. 4”
Barrel with fixed sights on the silver finish slide, black
polymer frame. This gun is in as new unfired condition in its
original box and instructions etc. ExWO&C B/CLR

351 - NAZI ARM BAND
An original WWII Nazi Party arm band. Three piece cotton
construction, red band with black Swastika in white circle.
ExC

340 - S&W MODEL 41 PISTOL
A high grade US S&W model 41 .22lr target pistol. 5 1/2”
Slab side barrel with target adjustable sights. The all steel
frame & slide with near all original blue, marked S&W etc.
VGC original chequered wood grips, includes spare magazine. These are a very sought after high quality target pistol.
Replacement cost is near $2000, .VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

352

341 - BERNADELLI PISTOL MAGAZINES
Three 15 shot magazines for the 9x21 cal ‘Practical’ model
pistol. Two blued, one nickel plated. GC

338

342 - 1911 PISTOL MAGAZINES
Two Wilson Combat brand extended 10R .45acp cal magazines for the Colt 45 cal or similar 1911 type pistol. Stainless steel finish. GC

352 - FOUR BARREL FLINTLOCK PISTOL
A very rare and desirable four barrel tap and slide action
Flintlock pistol by John Bass of London circa 1770-1780. In
1780 the firm became Twigg and Bass when a partnership
was started with one of London’s most famous gunsmiths. 1
3/4” Approx 120 bore barrels each with corresponding numbers to the guns and internal key grooves. The underside of
the gun with London proof marks on each side. Left hand
side of the action with revolving tap and bass marked inside
a stand of flags. Right hand side with slide action and also
engraved with stand of flags and ‘London’. The combination of the slide and tap enables individual or multiple firing of the barrels. The top of the pistol with sliding thumb
safety. ExC one piece walnut grip. ExWO&C NLR

353

339

343 - 1911 PISTOL MAGAZINES
Two stainless steel 8R magazines for the .45acp cal commercial 1911 type pistol. Stainless finish and fitted with
bumper pads. GC

353 - ENGLISH BLUNDERBUSS
A rare Blunderbuss by Wheeler & Son circa 1813-1820 and
in excellent condition. 12” Brass octagonal to round barrel with cannon turns. Marked with Birmingham proofs and
marked BIRMINGHAM on the top. Also marked with Irish
registration no. for Tyron county which is also on the butt
plate. Top mounted thumb operated flick bayonet. The blued
steel lock plate marked WHEELER & SON, borderline and
foliate engraved as is the cock. The all brass mounts are also
engraved and extend into a pineapple shaped finial. ExC
original checkered wooden stock without dings or scratches,
brass ramrod pipes with original brass tipped rod. An excellent example and hard to find better.
ExWO&C NLR

345

344 - 38 SPECIAL AMMO
100R of bulk packed PMC brand .38 special jacketed soft
point ammo. GC

354

345 - WALTHER G22 RIFLE
An interesting bull pup design Walther G22 .22lr semi auto
rifle. 24” Barrel plus supressor and original sights. The carry handle scope mount fitted with Barska 2-7 power scope.
Dark green polymer stock with black inserts and with original and spare magazine held in the butt stock. With original
box and manual and is in as new ExWO&C ALR
346 - ARMI JAGER RIFLE
An Italian .22lr semi auto rifle styled on the AK47 rifle. 18”
barrel threaded for supressor and with original sight. Metalwork with most overall finish with slight staining in some
areas. Includes original 30R magazine plus a spare 15R.
VGC original woodwork. G-VGWO&C ELR

354 - PAIR OF FINE CASED SHOTGUNS
A pair of fine fully engraved Anson Deeley type boxlock ejector game guns. These guns were made for count
Furstenberg by pirotte Jacques & Fils in Liege. Both side
by side 12g barrels retain all original blue and are 29 1/2”
long and 3/4 & 1/2 choked with game ribs and are numbered
1 & 2 respectively as are the levers on the actions. The actions are fully engraved all over with tight foliate scrolls and
designs as are the undersides which are marked FURSTENBERG. The trigger guards are also engraved, extend into
spear shaped finials and are signed by the engraver. ExC
high grade walnut stocks with checkered wrists and butts
without scratches or marks. Contained in their original
leather bound carry case. A very high grade pair of game
guns in ExWO&C ALR

347

347 - ARMI JAGER MI6 RIFLE
An Italian made model AP74 .22lr cal rifle styled on the
US M16 assault rifle. 21” Barrel including flash hider and
original iron sights and bayonet lug. Metalwork with most
original finish, thinning on the edges. VGC original woodwork includes 15R magazine. G-VGWO&C ELR
348 - HILTER YOUTH LEADERS DAGGER
A seldom encountered Hitler Youth Leaders dagger. 9 1/2”
Dagger shaped blade. The motto and makers logo have
been ground off after the war, some small areas of pinpricking to the blade and complete with leather washer. Plated
crossguard with rope design edge. Nicely tight wire bound
handle with nice aged patina, black leather bound sheath
without dents. The Hitler Youth Eagle on the silver plated
fittings. Hitler Youth Leaders daggers are extremely rare
with top examples selling for many thousand dollars. GC
349 - NAZI SA DAGGER
A WWII Nazi German S.A dagger. 8 3/4” Blade with some
staining around the motto, without makers marks. Alloy
cross guard and a replacement plated top cross guard and
nut. GC wooden grip with Eagle and S.A logo. GC original
scabbard without locking catch. GC
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350 - S.A DAGGER
A Nazi German S.A souvenir dagger. 8 3/4” Blade marked
B&A Solingen and clear blade motto with only very minor
staining. Brown celluloid handle with Eagle and S.A logo’s.
VGC plated cross guards. These daggers were made immediately following WWII for returning and occupying GI’S
as souveneirs. Correct without scabbard, see page 282 of
Johnsons book, and were made from mostly original parts.
VG-ExC

356

348

349

355

355 - WINCHESTER 1300 SHOTGUN
A US Winchester model 1300 XTR 12g sporting pump action shotgun. 28” Ribbed barrel with multi choke and 3”
chamber. Metalwork with most original blue finish and
VGC original high gloss walnut stock. VGWO&C
356 - WINCHESTER DEFENDER
A US Winchester Defender 12g riot shotgun. 18” Cylinder
bore barrel with heat shield and full length magazine tube.
Metalwork with most original blue finish. VGC original
wood stock with some minor dings. VGWO& ALR
357 - MOSSBERG 590 SHOTGUN
US Military spec 590 12g shotgun. 20” Barrel with bayonet
lug, heat shield and 9 shot tube magazine. Metalwork with
most parkerised finish thinning on edges, fitted with Davis
speed feed butt stock and original forend. GWO&C ALR
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358 - SIMSON SHOTGUN
A German under & over 12g Simson shotgun. 28” Barrels
with 3/4 and full chokes and most overall blue, swamped
rib and scope mount, tang safety. Woodwork with a couple
of chips. GWO&C ALR

359

373 - SLR RIFLE
A NZ Military L1A1 7.62 cal semi automatic rifle. 25” Barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug and sights receiver dated 62.
Metalwork with most overall thinning original finish. GC
woodwork with some dings and with its 20R magazine and
original carry handle. GWO&C ELR

360

359 - COMBINATION GUN
An Italian Angelo Zoli 12g over 7x65R cal rifle combination
gun. 24” Barrel with sights and scope base fitted. Engraved
action with deer scene. Metalwork with most overall blue
on the barrels. VGC original woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

374 - SLR RIFLE
This L1A1 “SLR” 7.62 cal rifle has been cutomised by Pro
Shoot NZ with the following: As new 25” barrel with flash
hider, bayonet lug & original sights. New Bolt, carrier & gas
block lightend trigger with oversized foot. Fitted with standard synthetic forend plus PSG butt stock. VGWO&C ELR

360 - BAIKAL COMBINATION GUN
A Russian under/over combination gun with a 25” 12g barrel over a 7mm cal barrel. Metalwork with near all original
blue. ExC original woodwork ExWO&C ALR
361 - 30.06 TRACER
70R of ex Australian Military 30.06 tracer ball ammo. ExC
ALR
362 - 308 TRACER
40R of 7.62 cal tracer FMJ in original 20R British/NZ Military unopened packets marked L5A3. ExC ALR

373
364

363 - BREN GUN MAGAZINES
12 Magazines for the British/NZ Military .303 cal BREN
Gun. In their original green metal carry case. ExC
364 - COLT GOLD CUP PISTOL
A modified ‘race gun’ version of a Colt Gold Cup National
Match ‘1911’ type .45acp cal semi auto pistol. 5” Barrel
with compensator finish. Original Ellison sights on the slide
which is marked SERIES 80 COLT MKIV GOLD CUP
NATIONAL MATCH. Original adjustable trigger and fitted
with aftermarket extended slide release safety and magazine release. Metalwork with most overall original blue,
original Colt logo Pachmayr grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

375

374

380 - AK47 MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. ExC

376

365

366

368

369 - 1911 PISTOL MAGAZINES
Two stainless steel 8R magazines for the .45 acp cal commercial 1911 type pistol. Stainless finish and fitted with
bumper pads. GC
370 - 1911 PISTOL MAGAZINES
Similar to previous lot. GC

381

371 - S&W MAGAZINES
Two nickel plated 15R magazines for 9mm cal Smith &
Wesson pistols. ExC
372 - COLT RECOIL SPRINGS
Five recoil main springs for Colt 1911 type pistols or similar. GC

378 - TYPE 84S MAGAZINE
30R magazine for the .223 cal version of the AK47. VGC
379 - AK47 MAGAZINE
A 30R magazine for the 7x39 cal AK47 or 56S rifle. ExC

366 - BROWNING .22 PISTOL
A Browning Arms Co. Buckmark .22lr cal semi automatic
pistol. 5 1/2” Slab sided barrel with adjustable target sights
fitted. Metalwork with near all original gloss and matt blue
finish. ExC original rubber grips. Complete with original
box and paperwork and in as new ExWO&C B/CLR

368 - S&W 22 PISTOL
Model 422 semi auto .22lr pistol. 6” Slab slided barrel with
adjustable sights. Metalwork finish thinning on the edges.
GC original grips. GWO&C B/CLR

376 - RUSSIAN SKS
A Russian make SKS semi auto rifle. 20” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights but with bayonet lug removed. Receiver Russian arsenal marked and dated 1955. Metalwork
with most overall original finish, cut down magazine. ExC
original laminate wood stock VGWO&C ALR
377 - SLR MAGAZINE
20R magazine for the L1A1/SLR 7.62 cal rifle. Most black
paint finish. GC

365 - S&W 9MM PISTOL
A US Smith & Wesson model 669 compact 9mm cal pistol.
3 1/2” 9mm Cal barrel with fixed low profile sights. Stainless steel slide with decocking safety and bobbed hammer.
Some mild staining on the front of the frame. Original rubber grips. Includes spare magazine. GWO&C CLR

367 - S&W .22LR PISTOL
A US Smith and Wesson model 422 .22lr semi auto pistol. 6” Slab sided barrel with original adjustable sights.
Most overall original finish, GC original logo wood grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

375 - SKK RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco removable box magazine version of
the SKS 7x39 cal rifle, 20” barrel with original sights and
bayonet. Metalwork with near all original blue finish. GC
original woodwork with some pressure dings. Includes 30R
box magazine. Appears unused VGWO&C ELR

381 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL
A Belgian made Browning model 1935 Hi Power 9mm cal
semi auto pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel, the slide with fixed sights
and marked FN etc. Spur type hammer, metalwork with
most overall blue finish showing slight holster wear at the
muzzle and leading edges, also thinning at the grip. VGC
original black plastic grips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR
382 - BROWNING 1910/22 PISTOL
A Belgian Browning model 1910/22 .32 acp cal semi auto
pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel with original sights. The slide marked
FN etc. Metalwork with near all original blue finish, thinning in a few small patches. ExC hard rubber original grips.
VGWO&C CLR
383 - TOKAREV TT33 PISTOL
A Soviet Union Tokarev model TT 1933 pattern semi automatic pistol. 4 1/2” 7.62 Cal barrel, slide with original fixed
sights. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC original
plastic grip with Soviet star. ExWO&C
384 - TOKAREV PISTOL
A Chinese Type 54 Tokarev semi auto pistol in 9mm cal. 4
1/2” Barrel with original sights. The slide is unusual with
out factory markings. Metalwork with near all original
blue finish. ExC original Chinese star plastic grips. Complete with spare magazine, a made up holster and pouches.
ExWO&C B/CLR
385 - MARLIN RIFLE
A US Marlin model 336 lever action rifle. 20” .44 Magnum
cal barrel with original sights and full length magazine.
Metalwork with most overall original blue thinning on the
underside of the receiver where carried. ExC original walnut
checkered straight cut stock. VGWO&C ALR

383
385

386 - MERCURY .223 RIFLE
A Bolt action .223 cal sporting rifle made by Sabati. 21”
blued barrel with iron sights, the receiver fitted with Weaver
scope bases and has removable box magazine. Metalwork
with all over original blue finish. VGC woodwork with a
couple of scratches otherwise in as new ExWO&C ALR

386

387
400

387 - 303 SPORTING RIFLE
A sporterised NO 1 MKIII Lee Enfield 303 cal rifle. This
appears to be a British commercially done conversion,
23” parkerised barrel and action fitted with scope base and
Remington brand scope. The stock is a VGC Monte Carlo
type with ebony style tipped forend. VGWO&C ALR

401 - COLT NEW LINE REVOLVER
A circa 1878 second model Colt New line single action
pocket revolver. 2 1/4” .38 Centre fire cal barrel with Hartford address on top, patent and serial number underneath.
The frame marked 38 cal C to designate centre fire from the
rimfire model. London proof marks on the cylinder. Metalwork has traces of blue in untouched areas and slight case
colours on frame, the rest with dark to grey patina. VGC
rosewood grips. Not often offered for sale in NZ and this is
a nice tidy example. VGWO&C CLR

388 - 8MM AMMO
90R of 8mm Military rifle ammo & stripper clips. ExC ALR
389 - 8MM AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

402 - COLT POCKET POSITIVE
A Colt circa 1920 pocket positive model double action 32
colt police positive caliber. 2 3/4” Replacement barrel with
correct sight. Metalwork with most overall blue, GC original Colt logo wooden grips. GWO&C CLR

390 - HI POWER MAGAZINES
Two original Military Browning Hi Power 9mm pistol mags
marked FN & dated 1980. In original green plastic bags and
cardboard box. In as new ExC.
392 - WALTHER SP22 PISTOL
A German Walther SP22 M1 .22lr semi automatic pistol.
4” Barrel with target adjustable sights, silver finished alloy
slide with black polymer frame. This gun includes spare
magazine and case and is in new ExWO&C B/CLR
393 - UNIQUE TARGET PISTOL
A French Unique model VO/79 .22 short cal semi auto target pistol. 5 3/4” Barrel with slab sided frame and target
sights. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC original
wooden target right hand grips. Complete in original box
with spare magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR
394 - HAMMERLI 22 PISTOL
A Swiss Hammerli model 232 .22 short cal target pistol. 5”
Weighted barrel with target adjustable sights. Most overall
original finish. Right hand target wooden grip.
VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
395 - BERETTA MODEL 70 PISTOL
An Italian Beretta .22lr cal semi auto pistol. 3 1/2” Barrel with fixed sights, most overall slightly thinning original blue. Alloy frame model. VGC original plastic grips.
GWO&C CLR
396 - RUSSIAN 22 PISTOL
A Russian Margolin .22lr target pistol. 5” Barrel with adjustable target sights. Metalwork with most overall original
blue finish, missing in a patch near the muzzle. VGC original plastic grips, includes a spare magazine. VGWO& B/
CLR
397 - ARISAKA STOCK
An original wooden stock for a Japanese Military Arisaka
type 38 rifle. Missing barrel bands and top wood. In remarkably GC for Arisaka woodwork. ExC
398 - SWEDISH MAUSER WOODWORK
A wooden stock for a Swedish Mauser 6.5 cal rifle, some
minor dings complete with service disc. VGC
399 - SWISS RIFLE
A Swiss Military Model of 1911 7.5 cal straight pull bolt
action rifle. 23” Barrrel with original sights and protector.
Metalwork with most overall blue thinning on the edges.
GC original woodwork with some dings. Also includes its
original matching # bayonet and leather sling. VGWO&C
ALR

399
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400 - STEYR CARBINE
An Austrian WWI period Steyr bolt action rifle. While similar to the M95 it does not use the straight pull system but
the same 7mm cartridge. 18 1/2” Barrel with original sights
and bayonet lug. The action marked STEYR 1914. Most
overall original dulling blue. Woodwork with some dings.
GWO&C ALR

392

403 - COLT MODEL 1892 REVOLVER
6 shot double action .38 cal revolver. 4 1/4” Barrel with Colt
address etc. Metalwork with dark patina and pitting. The
double action part of the mechanism is at fault. One of the
hard rubber grips is broken at the bottom. PWO&C B/CLR
404 - MARK VI WEBLEY REVOLVER
A British Military .455 cal Webley revolver. 6” Barrel,
frame broad arrow and Webley logo marked. Metalwork
with most overall finish. VGC original grips. Missing the
mainspring otherwise VGC B/CLR

403

404

405 - WEBLEY REVOLVER GRIPS
A pair of wooden grips for the MKVI Webley plus another
for the earlier model MKII - V with birds head butt. GC
406 - SCHERMULY PISTOL ROCKET APPARATUS
A hard to find complete Schermuly line throwing rocket kit
complete with pistol, 14 rockets, 300 yards of rocket line
and percussion caps, all in its original ships box with instructions. EXWO&C NLR

393

394

395

407 - LINE LAUNCHING GUN
Based on a brass Webley type flare pistol with a 12” steel
barrel fitted in 40mm with handle. The frame British proofed
and marked SPRA. As used to launch lines up cliffs in landing operations etc. GC NLR
408 - REPLICA UZI
An all steel replica of an Uzi S.M.G with folding stock,
plastic grips and real magazine. Ideal for display purposes.
Action cocks and trigger fires. GC NLR
409 - GERMAN AIR RIFLE
A German Gecudo model 45 air rifle in .177 cal with most
blued finish and wooden stock. GWO&C NLR
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Items Not Necessarily to Scale
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Lot 72 - Scarce first model WWII German MP40 ‘Schmeisser’ Submachine Gun

Lot 278 SS flag with lots 350, 274, 275, 279, 276, 277, 348, 349, 351

Lot 298 - ZB30
8mm cal Light Machine gun

BACK COVER : Lot 430 - Exceptional Cone Hammer C96 Mauser Pistol circa 1897
*** Note this lot will be auctioned after lot 249***
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We remind you to get your bids in early, if we receive two bids of the same amount the first one
received stands. We endevour to get items for you at the lowest possible price.
New Postal Bidders: Will need to establish a line of credit by supplying current credit card
details in the space above, you will be given the option to choose your method of payment
79-340
1 or post to Carvell’s Auctions Fax bids by 8pm 2 days prior to the auction (649) 5
579-340
79-3401
P0 Box 112313 Penrose 1642. Auckland. New Zealand
Payment to be made within 7 days of receiving your invoice

I agree to the terms and conditions of the auction
Signature:

postal bid form cut out new ph no..p65

1

Date:

4/27/2011, 8:44 PM

CARVELL’S AUCTIONS STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE

1. Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged 10% of the hammer price, G.S.T. will be charged on the buyers premium only.Vendors will be charged 10%
selling commission, plus 1% Insurance & G.S.T. on these charges only.
2. All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections & errors of description. The Auctioners act as agent: they have full discretion to refuse any
bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either case giving any reason: neither they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of
description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault or defect in it, & make no warrant whatever. Due to the accurate reproduction of
some badges & particularly German, we catalogue all such items as they appear to be, this is in line with major acution houses worldwide, it is up to the
bidder to satisfy himself onany such lots.
3. The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should any dispute arise as to the
biddings the lot in dispute to be immediately put up for sale again at the preceeding bidding or the Auctioneers may declare the purchaser.
4. No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer & no bid shall be retracted.
5. All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve.
6. The purchaser to give his name, address, firearms license details & to pay for all lots in full at the conclusion of the sale. In default of which matters
the lot or lots purchased may be immediately resold.
7. The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer & are to be taken away at the buyer’s expense, in default of which the Auctioneers will not
hold themselves responsible if the same are lost, stolen damaged or otherwise destroyed, but they will be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots
are not cleared or paid for, they may be sold immediately without prior notice being given to the defaulter.
8. Firearms Licenses and /or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior to delivery of any lot.
9. Payment: Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve the right to request identification in the case of any
purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards i.e. Bank Card/Visa will be accepted, however a 3% service charge will apply.
10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property thru attempts to fire any firearms which are sold as
collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.
11. POSTAL BIDS: Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the floor and any reserve. All bids must be accompanied
by a signed photo copy of your firearms license. Only successful bidders will be notified. Freight and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the
successful bidder. we dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop point, PLEASE NO P.O BOXES. We take all care but accept no responsibility.
Each package has $1500 insurance limit, also applies to items sent by post.
12. POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE, DO NOT WAIT UNTIL YOU GET YOUR PERMITS, DELAY HOLD UP PAYMENT TO
OUR VENDORS.
13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details
14. We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not accepable. Recovery of debts will be strongly persued through
legal channels
15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and payment.

NOTES

We will have an arms officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits.
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you will have to bring with you a
“pinky” form from your pistol club secretary. Otherwise you can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date.
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. We accept Visa and Mastercard – 3% surcharge will apply for credit cards.
Sorry we do not accept American Express.
Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue.
POSTAL BIDDERS
We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next highest postal bid, bidding of the floor
and any reserves. Send your bids early, if two bids are the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax or post your
bids on the postal bidding form included with the catalogue to the number or address below. Payment must be made on
receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as delay hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not
courier to post boxes, our courier requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an estimate on
freight and other charges.
BUYERS PREMIUM
10% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only
POSTAL REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT
All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require an accompanying statement from a police officer validating your
license. A form can be downloaded from our website. Pistols, restricted weapons & military style semi automatics require
a permit to procure before delivery.
ExWO&C
VGWO&C
GWO&C
ExC
VGC
GC
FC
PC

CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS
Excellent working order & condition
Very good working order & condition
Good Working order & condition
Excellent condition
Very good conditon
Good condition
Fair condition
Poor condition

ALR
BLR
CLR
ELR
NLR

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS
Standard firearms license
Pistol shooters license
Collectors license
Military style semi automatic license
No license require

White tickets on firearms mean standard license required
Red tickets on firearms mean endorsed license required
Green tickets on firearms mean no license required
CONTACT DETAILS
For information or price guide on any lots contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns
Telephone
+64 9 579-3771
Fax
+64 9 579-3401
Email
greg@guns.co.nz
Website
www.guns.co.nz
Postal
P.O Box 112313
Penrose 1061
Auckland NZ

